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To provide for the wise and efficient use of Vermont's natural resources and to facilitate the
appropriate extraction of earth resources and the proper restoration and preservation of the
aesthetic qualities of the area.

To ensure the availability of safe and affordable housing for alf Vermonters Warren wii!:

Accommodate the town's fair share of the region's population growth to maintain community
vitality and diversity;

Encourage the development of affordable housing and net residential housing units as referenced
in the Centrai Vermont Planning Commission's Housing Distribution Plan;

Maintain a sustainable rate of housing development to accommodate the town's projected
population in a manner that does not overburden public services and is consistent with the town's
rural character and natural resources;

Encourage development of diversity of housing types and prices in iocations convenient to
employment, town facilities, services, and commercia! centers consistent with traditional
settlement patterns;

Offer access to safe, affordable and energy efficient housing for a!l Warren residents as well as
prospective residents; and

Maintain the existing affordable housing stock.

To plan for, finance and provide an efficient system of public facilities and services to meet future
needs Warren will:

Provide an environmentally sound and cost efficient system of community services, facilities and
utilities to meet present and future demands of Warren citizens and visitors; and

Expand community facilities and services in a manner consistent with the goals and objectives of
this plan.

To ensure the availability of safe and affordable child care and to integrate child care issues into the
planning process, including child care financing, infrastructure, business assistance for child care
providers, and child care work force development Warren will:

Offer safe and affordable child care services that wili enable Warren residents to work out of the
home while providing for their children's care,
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14 To encourage flood resilient communities.

To establish a coordinated, comprehensive planning process and policy framework to guide
decisions at the town, regional and state level Warren will:

<ii Maintain an active, ongoing iocal planning process;

^ Encourage the widespread involvement of all Warren citizens at all levels of the Town's planning
and dedsson-making process; and

^ Seek ongoing cooperation and coordination with neighboring towns in the Mad River Valley, the
Central Vermont region and the state.

WARREN TOWN PLAN 2018 TO 2026
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2.1 PLANNING PROCESS
2.1.01 WHY PLAN?

Planning is an essential part of our lives m we look ahead, Identify needs, set goals,

budget time and resources and attempt to achieve desired outcomes. Looking ahead

and anticipating change makes sense.

Town pianning follows this same process. Through planning, towns can protect

community interests, maintain a measure of local control, better manage public

investment and the allocation of tax dollars, protect important natural and cuitural

resources, promote development h appropriate locations, and nurture the loca!

institutions that define community life. Faced with economic, techno!ogical and

cultural changes. Warren has recognized for many decades that the town can take full

advantage of the future without forfeiting the town's heritage and unique character.

Vermont encourages its municipalities to pian by offering those that do benefits such

as eligibi!ity or priority for various funding and programs. Further, state statute requires

towns to have a p!an in order to adopt or amend land use and development reguiations.

2.1.02 PURPOSE

The Town Plan establishes a iong term vision for Warren and outlines a means of

achieving that vision. It should serve as the primary reference when making community

decisions and local officials should look to the plan for guidance when setting public

policy. The Town Plan:

Provides a foundation for the town's Sand use and development regulations;

Serves as a biueprint for any anticipated revisions to the town's development land use and

development regulations;

WARREN TOWN PLAN 2018 TO 2026
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Guides applicants, citizens, the Development Review Board, other state and town officials

during Iaea! and state regulatory processes;

Defines the existing and planned level of service for public facilities and services;

Recommends a strategy for allocating resources to maintain those ieveis of service, and

carrying out any specific proposals for new or improved community facilities or services;

Guides town, state and federa! officials in other regulatory, administrative or legisiative

processes involving state or federa! agencies or neighboring towns; and

Serves as the foundation for policies, programs and regulations designed to ensure the

conservation, preservation and use of natural and cultura! resources.

2.1.03

The Warren Town Plan was prepared and adopted in accordance with Title 24 of the

Vermont Statutes Annotated, Chapter 117, The Vermont Munidpai and Regional

Planning Act. This 2018 Town Plan was adopted by the Warren Seiectboard on [DATE].

2.1.04 PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
The Town of Warren has long benefited from the active involvement of town residents

in the planning process. Spirited debate, and often conflict, is a predictable part of

resoMng important community issues. This town plan builds upon that history in an

attempt to better focus future discussions concerning major decisions. During the

writing of this plan in 2017, more than 250 peopie responded to a community survey,

the results of which guided this plan revision (see Appendix *).

The Town of Warren actively seeks public involvement at ai! levels of the planning

process. The use of surveys and questionnaires, public forums and greater coordination

between interest groups and town officials and boards wiil serve to increase the ievel

of citizen participation in local decision making. Further/ the ongoing coordination with

local citizen groups, businesses and regional agencies wi!l ensure that Warren's planning

program benefits from ail of the other opportunities for community invoivement that

exist in the town and valley.
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22 COMPATIBILITY AND CONSISTENCY
2.2.01 WITH STATE LAW

2.2.02 WiTH THE REGION

Warren actively participates in the Central Vermont Regiona! Planning Commission and

the Central Vermont Transportation Advisory Committee. Through that involvement,

potential conflicts with neighboring towns outside of the Mad River Valley can be

addressed. The policies of this town pian are compatible and consistent with the policies

of the Centra! Vermont Regional P!an and the Central Vermont Transportation Plan.

2.2.03 WITH THE MAD RIVER VALLEY
The Town of Warren has been meeting regularly with the neighboring towns of

Fayston and Waitsfield to discuss issues of mutual concern since the early 1980s.

This relationship was formalized by the creation of the Mad River Vailey Planning
District (MRVPD) in 1985. This cooperative effort has resulted En numerous studies and

programs over the years designed to address the following vailey-wide issues:

AffordabJe housing;

Economic development;

Growth management associated with ski area development;

Highway improvements;

Public transit;

Recreation;

River conservation;

® Rural resource and historic preservation;

® Trails and greenways development; and

® Wastewater treatment and disposal.

WARREN TOWN PLAN 2018 TO 2026
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This cooperative relationship allows Warren to coordinate its loca! planning program

with those of neighboring towns through the MRVPD, ensuring pian compatibiHty with
Fayston and Waitsfield.

Whiie the success of the town's cooperation with adjacent valiey towns is well

documented, communication and cooperation with other neighboring towns has been

iess extensive. This is due largely to the geographic barriers separating Warren from the

neighboring towns of Northfieid and Roxbury (Northfieid Range), Granville (Granville
Gulf) and Lincoln (Green Mountain Range). Despite these geographic constraints,

Warren recognizes that the operation of a major resort in the Mad River Valley

does present the potentia! for impacting adjacent towns in such areas as housing,

transportation and land use. The policies set forth in this plan have attempted to

ensure compatibility with the plans of neighboring towns by establishing land use and
transportation poiicies that direct growth and traffic away from neighboring towns, and

support Route 100 north as the prindpa! arteria! highway in the town.

WARREN TOWN PLAN 2018 TO 2026
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31 NATURAL SETTING

3.1.01 CLIMATE
Warren's dimate is highiy changeable with wide-ranging temperatures (both daily and

annually) and great differences between the same seasons from year-to-year. A !arge

number of low-pressure storm systems and fronts pass over or near Vermont and the

Green Mountains have a strong effect on precipitation. Warren experiences slightly iower

average winter temperatures and greater precipitation than other parts of Vermont

because it is located on the eastern side of some of the state's highest mountains.

July is usually the warmest month in Warren with an average high temperature around

80°F and January is usually the coldest with an average low temperature around 5°F.

Warren receives approximateiy 49 inches of precipitation and 11 6 inches of snowfall

annually. The growing season has historically been around 120 days long with the last

frost likely during the last two weeks of May and the first frost likely during the last two
weeks of September - again with variation based on elevation. Temperatures routinely

drop to 20 and 30 degrees beiow zero, and winters with more than 8,000 heating

degree days are common.

Globaliy, 16 out of the 17 warmest years in the modern meteorological record have

occurred since 2001, Since 1970, the average annua! temperature in the Northeast has

increased by 2°F, with winter average temperatures rising by 4°F. The average annual

temperature in Vermont is projected to increase another 3-4°F by 2050 and anywhere

from 5-10°F by the end of this century.

3.1.02 AIR QUALITY
Air quality in Warren is high, as it is in most of Vermont. Warren is within a "clean air"

region according to state and federal standards. Air quality concerns are limited and
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Figure 1. Climate Change - :,^ ...:. :;

Climate change in Warren is resulting in;
^ More days each year with temperatures above 90°F>

® A longer growing sesscm.

® More storms with heavy precipitation. .:

® Less snow and more rain in the winter.

^ More mid-winter thaws.

® Reduced snow pack and ice on ponds and rivers.
^ Eariier spring snow melt and break-up of ice.

Mountain towns like Warren that are dependent on
the ski industry are already experiencing the, economic
impacts of climate change. Reduced snowfall combined
with more frequent winter thaws means that naturai .
snowfafl no longer provides consistent show cover for
skiing without the addition of artificial snow.The Mad
River Planning District prepares an annual data. report
that tracks skier visits and natural snowfall.

Ski areas across the country have also Joined together to
adopt an environmental charter known as Sustainable
Slopes and coliectively address the long-term challenges
posed by climate change - a program that Sugarbush
Resort participates in.
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localized. They are related to point-source emissions such as idling vehicles at high-

traffic locations, improperly functioning heating systems, dust from agricuiturai practices

or construction sites, or the diesel engines associated with Sugarbush's snow-making

system (which are subject to state air quality permits). Air pollution from distant, out-

of-state sources is a more immediate concern and poses a serious threat to Warren's

fragile, high elevation ecosystems.

Warren's boundaries encompass the upper watershed of the Mad River. The town's

eastern and western borders are defined by the paraliel ranges of the Northfield and

Green Mountains (see Figure 1). The two ranges come together to form Granville Gulf

to the south. Diverging ridges of the Green Mountains create a series of bowls drained

by tributaries to the Mad River (Austin, Bradley, Ciay, Lincoln and Stetson Brooks) to the

west, and a plateau lies roughly between 1,200 and 1,500 feet elevation in East Warren.

The Mad River plunges through the center of the town, where it flows north into a

widening valley.

Historically, the town's settlement patterns have been influenced by natural land forms

and the distribution of natural features. East Warren's broad piateau was among

the town's earliest settled areas and continues to be characterized by farming and

residential development. Warren Village was located to take advantage of the hydro

power of the Mad River and remains the center of the community. The high elevations

and steep slopes of the Green Mountains support the town's current primary economic

base, a!pine skiing and related tourism. They also contain some of the largest tracts of

undeveloped forest and public land in the Mad River Valley.

Warren's geology has produced a varied landscape comprised of broad plateaus, steep

hillsides/ intermittent knolls and defined ridgelines. These features have shaped past

settlement patterns and continue to be an important development consideration.

WARREN TOWN PLAN 2018 TO 2026
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The Green Mountains formed millions

of years ago and have eroded to a

fraction of their original height. The
Green Mountains and the Northfield

Range have eroded steepiy on their

western siopes and gently to the east,

The advance and retreat of glaciers

during the last Ice Age significantly
shaped Warren's present-day

landscape. The ice scraped and

rounded the Green Mountains,

widening the valleys and carving gaps

through the mountains. The melting

giacier left rocks and gravel covering

the ground. Gravel can be found

along terraces at higher elevations,

along the receding glaciers' edges and

in river deltas and lake beaches in the

valiey at about the 900-foot contour.

The valley floors contain sediments,

including sand and gravel, deposited

under glaciai lakes 10,000 or more

years ago. As the glaciers melted, a

large Sake formed that extended up

into what today are the Winooski and

Mad River vaileys. Along the shoreline

beaches and deltas formed.

^fgu(^jE(evatK^>!Map^

Key

1. Mount Eilen (4,009 ft)
2. Lincoin Mountain (3,885 ft)
3. Double Top Mountain (1,798 ft)
4. Sugarloaf Mountain (2,041 ft)
5. Burnt Mountain (2,694 ft)

38% of town
below 1,500 feet

37% of town
1,500 to <2,000 feet

10% of town
2,500 feet or higher

15% of town
2,000 to <2,500 feet
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3.1.05 SOILS

Soils found in Warren can generally

be divided into gravelly soils deposited
on terraces and old Sake bottoms,

and soils that formed in glacial til!
in the mountains. Because of their

importance to our ability to grow

crops, deveiop land/ and obtain raw

materials, soils are better understood

and documented than many

other components of our natural

environment. The USDA Natural

Resource Conservation Service (NRCS)

maintains county soil surveys that

map and inventory soils. The NRCS

reports describe the characteristics of

each soil type and its suitability for
various uses. Section 3.4.01 indudes

further discussion of soi! productivity

for farming and forestry, and Section

3.4.02 includes a further discussion of

mineral resources.

Soil conditions play a critical ro!e

in determining the location and

intensity of development in Warren.

Soils must be suitable for supporting

roads and structures. Only limited

areas of Warren are served by sewer

systems, so soils must be suitable

for on-slte septic systems to support

^l:jc[Uip^jSiQpe|IVIa[^

KAV

NRCS Slope Suitability
Up to 3%. Subject to flooding or poor drainage

3-8%, Generally suitable for deveiopment
8-15%. Suitable for development with appropriate stormwater practices
15-20%. May be developed with professional design & engineering

20-30%. Pooriy suited for development
30% or greater. Not suitable for development

Up to 3%
3-8%
8-15%

15-20%
20-30%
30% or greater

"i MILES
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development in most of town. In

many areas of town, properties

being developed that wll! not be
served by sewers will need to build

septic systems that may be more

technologically advanced, more

expensive, and require more land than

basic conventional in-ground systems.

State wastewater rules assert a

strong influence over development.

The changes to the ruies in

2007 eliminated the exemption

from permitting for lots larger

than 10 acres, allowed for more

technologicaliy advanced septic

systems, and created incentives for

community wastewater systems.

Community systems - private, In-

ground septic systems that would

serve two or more properties - can

promote more compact development

patterns with buildings being
clustered in order to share common

infrastructure. They also allow

developers to more efficiently use

smaller pockets of good soils to

provide wastewater treatment for

multiple lots.

|^figij|r|^SeJRtt^r^bllEfy|Maj^

Key

Soils well suited for septic (20% of town)
Soils moderately suited for septic (17% of town)
Soils marginally suited for septic (43% of town)
Soils not suited or rated for septic (19% of town)
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3.1.06 WATER RESOURCES
Rivers and Streams. The Mad River is a defining feature of the town's landscape

and its tributaries contribute to the unique character of distinct neighborhoods. The

outstanding ecological, recreational and scenic resources of the Mad River system are

widely recognized and valued by residents and visitors.

The Mad River has been the focus of a comprehensive, broad-based, citizen initiated,

watershed planning and protection effort for the iast three decades. Milestones in that

effort include:

@ Impiementation of the Mad River Watch program, which has monitored water quality in the

Mad River and several tributaries every summer since 1986.

® Formation of the Friends of the Mad River in 1990, an organization that has actively promoted

a program of river advocacy, education and protection.

® Preparation of The Best River Ever: a conservation plan to protect and restore Vermont's

beautiful Mad River Watershed, completed in 1993. The plan addresses water quality issues

related to wastewater disposal and non-point run-off, the maintenance of riparian vegetation,

farm and forestry practices and their impact on the river, wE!cflife, recreation, and the cultural

history of the river. It includes 112 specific recommendations, many of which have been

implemented during the past 25 years. The plan remains a guide for protecting and improving

water quality in the Mad River watershed.

© Publication of Caring for the River, Caring for the Land: A guide to living in the Mad River

Valley as a compiiment to The Best River Ever in 2002. This handbook contains many

suggestions for ways to conserve natural resources in the Mad River Valley and should be used

as a resource by Warren residents.

The following issues are critical to protecting and improving water quality in the Mad

River and its tributaries:

© Pathogens. Water quaiity monitoring sites within Warren have frequently exceeded state water

quality standards for E.coii, an indicator of the extent to which untreated waste is finding its

way into the river through inadequate septic or wastewater treatment systems. Among

WARREN TOWN PLAN 2018 TO 2026
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the most important means of maintaining

water quality standards are the proper siting,

installation and maintenance of septlc systems

and the control of agricultural runoff.

Stormwater. Stormwater run-offfrom

impervious surfaces and erosion reduce water

quality. Stormwater run-off picks up sediment,

petro-chemicals, heavy metals and other

pollutants from roads, roofs parking areas

and other surfaces. Proper erosion control

during construction and ongoing stormwater

management for all deveiopment that adds

to the amount impervious surface in the

watershed is critical to the health of the river.

Riparian Vegetation. Maintaining a vegetated

buffer along all streams provides shade,

stabilizes stream banks and provides habitat

for a variety of wildlife. Retaining existing

woody vegetation a!ong streams, or allowing

it to become re-established, is one of the

simplest and most effective ways to protect

and improve water quality.

Headwater Streams. The quailty and health

of headwater streams is threatened by

development at high elevations, on steep slopes

and In areas with poor soils. Development,

induding extension of roads and utilities, in

these fragile areas poses a direct threat to

water quality.

;figui'e;5.;Water; Resources^Majx

1. Mad River

2. Clay Brook
3. Bradley Brook
4. Freeman Brook

5. Lincoln Brook

6. Stetson Brook

7, Mil! Brook
8. Warren Lake

9. Blueberry Lake
10. Warren Falls

Key
M State-mapped class 2 wetlands
I; A State-mapped class 3 wetlands

State-mapped vemai pools (500' buffer)
'' . Hydric soi!s (potential wetlands)
; :.J Forested riparian buffers

{..„! Vernal pool & wetland iife zones (Warren NRi)
SMILES
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The Vermont Agency of Natural Resources classifies the Mad River and ail its tributaries

as Class B rivers and, as such, are suitable for bathing and recreation, irrigation, and

agricultural uses. They provide good habitat for fish and have high aesthetic value. They

are acceptable for public water supply with filtration and disinfection, and are subject

to discharge restrictions on levels of dissolved oxygen, color, and turbidity. Any direct

discharge of sewage effluent or other activity which would result in the degradation

of water quality, would precipitate the redassification of at least a segment of the

river or a tributary to a waste management zone. Such a down-grading of the river

dassification would present -the risk of adverse environmenta! impact to the river, as well

the potential for altering development patterns due to the elimination of an important

development constraint. If reclassification is ever proposed, a thorough analysis of the

long-term environmental, social and economic implications should be conducted before

reclassification is considered.

Wetlands. Wetlands provide important wildlife habitat and retain and filter large

voiumes of runoff. There are not expansive wetlands in Warren. The most significant

wetland complex occurs on the upper reaches of Mil! Brook. A large expanse of

wetlands remains in the area around Blueberry Lake and there are numerous smaller

wetlands scattered around town (see Figure 5).

Mapped wetiands are protected under both state regulations and Warren's land use

and development reguiations. According to the Vermont Agency of Natural Resources,

there are approximately 187 acres of mapped Class 2 wetlands in Warren, but this

information is primarily based on data coiiected in the 1970s and needs to be updated.

Data from the USDA county soil survey suggests that around 2,007 acres of land have

hydric (wet) soils. Such areas are also likely to be wetiands (see Figure 5).

Floodplains and River Corridors. The steep, upland character of the Mad River and its

tributaries means that floodplains (areas subject to inundation) in Warren are relatively

narrow, but the river corridors (areas subject to fluvial erosion) are relatively wide (see

Figure 6). The community faces greater risk from fSuvia! erosion within river corridors,

when fSood-swolien streams erode their banks and cut new channeis, than from

WARREN TOWN PLAN 2018 TO 2026
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inundation, when waters rise and streams overflow their banks. Fioodpiains and river

corridors are not suitable locations for development due to the:

^ Hazards associated with periodic tiooding or erosion;

Harmful effects on channel capacity, water velocity and downstream properties resulting from

fil!ing and stream bank armoring; and

Pollution when sewage disposal systems, fuel tanks, etc. are flooded and waste or pollutants

are washed downstream.

Minor flooding and erosion associated with severe storms or rapid spring snowmelt

have historically been and remain a regular occurrence. Major disasters have occurred

periodically throughout the town's history. Climate change is affecting the intensity

and frequency of storms severe enough to cause significant damage to property and

infrastructure. The Warren Local Hazard Mitigation Plan, as most recently adopted, is

incorporated into this p!an by reference and provides more information about flood and

erosion hazards in town.

Warren participates in the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) and implements

a Flood Hazard Overlay District that conforms to state and federal requirements. The

regulations are intended to protect life and property and to aiiow property owners

to obtain flood insurance and mortgages for property within the floodplain. The

regulations impose building design standards to minimize property damage from

inundation flooding, and prohibit new construction and placing fill within fioodways

(where flowing water is anticipated during floods).

The NFIP does not apply to land subject to fluviai erosion, however, which is the greater

hazard associated with flooding In Warren. The Vermont Agency of Natural Resources'

River Management Program has mapped river corridors in Warren. The town adopted

fiuvia! erosion hazard reguiations in *, which require *.

WARREN TOWN PLAN 2018 TO 2026
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3.1.07

Approximately 22,000 acres or 85%

of the town's land area is forested. As

of 2016, public, conserved or actively

managed woodiands included (see

Figure 19);

® 7,260 acres of land within the

Green Mountain National Forest;

® 184 acres of town forest;

® 1,908 acres of private ly-owned

woodlands of which 737 acres is

under forest management; and

® *6,775 acres of deveioped property

under forest management.

All of the natural resources discussed

in this plan are dependent upon the

continued maintenance of relatively

large unfragmented blocks of

forestlancf (see Figure 7). In addition

to economic and recreational

benefits, forest iands provide muitiple

ecological benefits such as:

0 Carbon storage.

® Soil preservation.

© Flood attenuation.

© Nutrient cycling.

© Water and air purification.

Wildlife habitat.

^gpr:^1^8y^n£tEriiiGi^l|l^ftt^Lr^M^^

ViM's^^n This map provided for planning purposes only.
The official FIRMs and river corndor maps available
at the Warren Town Office must be used for all
regulator/ purposes.

^s -.,.

Key

i Floodway
:--1 100-yearfioodpEain

500-year floodplain
I....J River corridor (aiso includes a 50-ft buffer from smail streams)

-i—I- SMILES
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3.1.08 WILDLIFE AND FISHERIES
Warren's 2008 Natural Heritage

inventory and Assessment identifies

the general location and ecological

function of several types of habitat, as

well as the importance of large tracts

of unfragmented forest habitat and

connections and is adopted into this

plan by reference. Subsequent studies

have provided additional information

about wildiife habitat and travel

corridors in Warren;

® 2014Wildlife Corridor FieldAnalysis

2016 Warren Corridor Conservation

Area: Ecological Inventory & Assessment

2017 Warren Corridor Conservation

Area: Wildlife Movement Patterns and

Use Recommendations

The Warren Natural Heritage

Inventory and Assessment and its

foliow-up studies provide more

accurate data than what is available

from state-level mapping and should

be consulted for planning and

regulatory purposes.

tltat. Deer winter

habitat receives special protection

under state regulations. Deer

wintering areas are generally found on

Iic|Lir'^Ro(^BJoill^i^;]^^^

Key
D GMNF parcel
C^GMNF procfamation boundary

Not priority forest block or core habitat (37% of town)
^ :; Not priority forest block but core habitat (1 8% of town)

Priority forest block but not core habitat (12% of town)
Priority forest biock and core habitat (33% of town) 0 Vi 1
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south or west facing slopes, typically

below elevations of 2,000 feet, where

coniferous forests predominate (see

Figure 9). The state originally mapped

deer wintering areas in the 1970s and

despite periodic updates, the accuracy

of their mapping remains a concern.

Warren's 2008 Natural Resource

Inventory includes more recent

mapping of likely and potential deer
wintering areas.

stands. When trees that

produce fruits or nuts (mast) are

concentrated Into a stand, they

provide a critical food supply for a

variety of wildlife (see Figure 10).
Mast stands that are undisturbed

by human activity are of particular

importance to local bear populations

and receive special protection under

state regulations.

Riparian Habitat. Riparian vegetation

is important for maintaining water

quality and for providing habitat
for many amphibians, birds and '

mammais. There are more than 3/000

acres of forested riparian habitat

in Warren (see Figure 5). Town

regulations currently require that a

naturally vegetated 50-foot buffer be

l^l^j^V^jjl^ill^l^i^^^ri^o^J^i^

«&v?.-ro?.i

K^,. •- - iyt^^i^^^M'. .f ^
^.^ .'^s^S^^^^^/:

Key
Wildlife habitat analysis

High vaiue Low value

Wildlife corridors
^^ MILES

1
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maintained and requires additional

review of any deveiopment within

100 feet of surface waters.

:isheries. The Mad River system is a

popular trout fishery, largely due to

the state's trout stocking program.

While brook and rainbow trout are

stocked annually, natural regeneration

of some brook trout, and to a lesser

degree brown and rainbow trout, does

occur. The Best River Ever includes

a series of recommendations for

improving the health and weil-being

of the Mad River and its tributaries

(see Section 3.1.06).

Forested areas above elevations of

2,500 feet receive special protection

under state regulations as they are

fragile environments that provide

habitat for the Bicknell's Thrush
and other songbirds (see Figure

2). Typically development or other

disturbance, including forestry, will

require the guidance of the forest

service or a professional biologist

to avoid adverse impacts to high

eievation bird habitat.

^llure^g^ji/^^gl^^^apl

Key
S?-::: State mapped deer wintering area

Not deer wintering area (Warren NRI)
; Potential deer wintering area (Warren h

Like!y deer wintering area (Warren NRI)
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Species Habitat The Vermont Non-

Game and Natural Areas Program

maintains an inventory of known

locations of rare, threatened and

engaged plant and animal species,

and designates significant natura!

communities (see Figure 10Y These

areas receive special protection under

state regulation. The known resources

are further discussed in Warren's

Natural Heritage Inventory and

Assessment. It is likely that most of

the rare, threatened and endangered

species and habitats in Warren have

not been identified.

ie, Talus S; Cliff Habitats. A

number of bird species use these

craggy features as nesting sites and

species such as bobcat and porcupine

use them as denning sites (see Figure

10). Access to these areas on public

lands are often restricted as these

species are sensitive to any human

activity or disturbance during nesting

season.

Wildlife Travel Corridors. Warren's

Natural Heritage Inventory and
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Assessment identifies neariy 40 potential wildlife corridors En town induding(see Figure
8):

General corridors iikeiy used by a range of species;

Potential travei corridors for bear and deer; and

Travel corridors for amphibians moving from upland to wetiand habitats.

it also offers recommendations for protecting wildiife corridors in Warren, including

considering these resources when setting priorities for land conservation and

maintaining or enhancing riparian buffers to fadiitate wildlife travel between habitats.
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3.2

3.2.01

3.2.02

PRE-HISTORY
ReiativeSy little is known about the people who lived in and traveled through the
Mad River Valley prior to European settlement. It is thought that Paleo-lndian groups

traversed widely through what is now Vermont for several thousand years and one

of their suspected paths was through the valley. Artifacts and other evidence of this

lengthy period of human activity are periodicaily found in Warren and neighboring
communities either by happenstance or as a result of archaeoiogicai investigation (see

Section 3.4.03).

1780 TO 1850
On November 9, 1780, the Honorable John Thorp and 67 associates received a grant

for a parcel of land in Vermont, but the charter was not issued unti! October 20,1789.

A condition of the charter was that a family settle, build a home, and clear and cultivate

five acres on each share of land within a specified time or the share would revert to the

state to be re-granted. The town was named for Dr. Joseph Warren, president pro temp

of the Provindai Congress, Major General of the miiitia and the first American killed
in conflict at Bunker Mil!. Warren's boundaries were adjusted several times by the state

legislature as the origlna! grant was smaiier than most towns.

The eariy settlers were largely self-sufficient The land was cleared, making small farms,

crops were planted and homes built. Families grew their own food, kept cows, sheep

and poultry, and supplemented that by hunting, fishing and gathering. They made most

of their own doth, candles and tools. The first small hamiet grew in the eastern part

of town where the best farmland was and the larger farms developed. This was the

"center" of town into the 1820s.

By the 1820s, settlement was growing along the Mad River and on land to the west.

Dams were built to power miils, and homes and commercial establishments built up

around them. In the span of twenty years, the Viiiage of Warren developed and eventually
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grew to become the civic and commercial center of the town. Economic changes

immediately following the Civil War ied to many mills throughout New England dosing.

Towns like Warren stopped growing and entered a period of population deciine that

lasted into the 20th century. The 1927 flood and a series of major fires resulted in the

nearly complete loss of ai! the mills and manufacturing operations in town by the 1 950s.

3.2.03 1850 TO 1950

Between 1850 and 1950, change occurred slowly in Warren. The economy shifted away

from manufacturing to dairy farming. Sugaring, once just a way to produce affordable

sugar for home use, became an opportunity for farmers to supplement their income.

The U.S. Forest Service began acquiring iand in Warren during the Great Depression and

also during the 1930s, the ski industry began to develop.

3.2.04 1950 TO PRESENT
The ski industry compieteiy reshaped Warren in the second half of the 20th century. By

the early 1980s, Sugarbush had became a major resort destination and second home

development was proiiferating.
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3.3

3.3.01 DEMOGRAPHICS
Population Change. The 2010 Census counted 1,705 peopie whose primary

residence was in Warren. Population change is driven by economic change and Warren

experienced population trends similar to those in most rural Vermont communities - a

period of growth in the first ha!f of the 1800s followed by a century of population
stagnation or decline. Economic conditions changed in the 1960s and '70s with the

expansion of Sugarbush Resort and construction of Interstate 89, transforming Warren

from an agricultural community to a resort destination. Those economic changes

resulted a period of rapid population growth that was sustained through the 1990s.

Warren's population has remained relatively stable since 2000. This is similar to trends

in most of the state. For more than 15 years, there has been little popuiation growth

in Vermont outside Chittenden County. Statewide and regional population projections

that are based on earlier high-growth decades are not useful for predicting future

population change. Without a significant change En economic conditions, it is uniikely

that the town will experience another period of rapid growth.

Popuiation Characteristics. The demographic characteristics of Warren residents has

been consistent for several decades:

® Education and income levels are higher than state or county averages.

0 The median age of Warren residents is higher than state or county averages.

e The population is less diverse than that In the state or county as a who!e.

Household Change. The 2010 Census counted 771 households living year-round in

Warren. In recent decades, the number of households has increased at a faster rate than

the population because households have been getting smaller. It is households, more

than individual residents, that drive demand for services.
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Household Characteristics. The distinguishing characteristics of households living

year-round in Warren include the:

Predominance of one- and two- person households (more than 70% of households in 2010).

® Limited number of households with children under age 18 living at home (approximately 25%
of all households in 2010).

@ Number of non-family households (approximately 45% ofali households in 2010), which
includes households composed of single or unrelated (by blood, marriage or adoption) people.

Part-Time Residents. Data available from the Census Bureau and other sources does

not accurately reflect Warren's demographics because of the substantial number of

people who iive in town only part of the year. Given that 60 to 70% of dwellings in

town are seasonai or second homes, there are more people living in Warren part-time

than year-round.

3.3.02 HOUSING
Housing Change. Warren's housing stock reflects the town's rapid development as a

resort community:

0 The 2010 Census counted 2,232 housing units in Warren, only 35% of which were occupied

by a year-round resident. 60% of the town's housing stock (1,345 units) was vacation homes.

^ Nearly 90% of the housing in Warren has been built since 1970.

® Approximately 70% of Warren's housing stock was built in the 20-year period from 1 970 and

1990, most of these were condominium units in and around Sugarbush Village intended for

use as vacation homes.

The rate of housing construction in Warren has slowed significantly in recent decades.

Generally/ less than 20 new homes have been built in town each year since 1990.

The Central Vermont Regionai Housing Distribution Plan (found on pages 6-16 to 6-18

of the 2016 Regional Plan, which Is incorporated into this plan by reference) called

upon Warren to plan for the addition of 172 year-round homes during the 2000s and

'Figiire 13. Housing Units^ by Typ^JriV^ren:""^
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212 during the 2010s. Less than 75 year-round homes were buiit in town from 2000 to

2016. The distribution plan was based on a projection that was significantly higher than

actua! growth rates En the region. Further, the housing targets were dearly unrealistic

for Warren and would have represented a rate of growth that likely could not have

been accommodated in a manner compatible with the policies of this plan.

Housing Characteristics. Warren's housing stock is not typical of most rural Vermont

towns as a result of vacation home development associated with Sugarbush resort. It is

composed of:

6 SignificantSy more vacation homes than the county or state as a whole, and more so than

other Mad River Valley towns. Less than 40% of housing units in Warren are the occupants'

primary residence.

® Significantly more attached or multi-family housing than the county or state as a whole. Less

than 45% of housing units in Warren are detached singie-family homes.

® Much newer construction than the county or state as a whole, less than 5% of housing units

in Warren were buiit before 1950.

@ Less renta! housing (primary residences, not short-term vacation rentals) than the county or

state as a whoie. About 5% of housing units in Warren are occupied by a renter.

© Less diverse housing than in the county or state as a whole, which has implications for

affordability and for meeting the housing needs of a diversity of people at all stages of !ife.

Warren's housing stock is dominated by the vacation units built between 1970 and 1 990.

Some of those units are now almost 50 years old and are in need of upgrades, particularly

to improve their energy efficiency. While much of that housing stock was constructed

for vacation use, units reguiariy convert back and forth between seasonal and year-round

occupancy, it is also common for second homeowners to generate income by renting

out their units on a short-term basis. This fluidity in the housing market in response to

changing economic conditions increases concern over the quality, condition, efficiency

and cost of all housing in Warren - both vacation and year-round units.
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3atterns. Warren remains characterized by a few areas of

dense settlement surrounded by large areas of low density development and open space;

© Warren Village is densely settled but has not experienced much housing development in recent

decades. The provision of municipal wastewater in the viiiage could support some additionai

housing, but substantial development within or expansion of Warren Village that wouid alter

its historic small-town character is not planned or desired.

Sugarbush Village, which was the focus of the rapid development that occurred in the 1 970s

and 1980s, has not experienced significant housing construction in recent decades. There

were infrastructure upgrades in the mid-20QOs that enabled some residential growth, but

the potential number of additional units is limited by the capacity of Sugarbush Resort's

wastewater treatment facility and disposal fields, as well as its Act 250 permit.

Aipine Viiiage has become further developed since the 1980s with more moderately priced

housing than En either Warren or Sugarbush vli!ages. However, there is no wastewater service

in this area of town and the soils are not well suited for on-site wastewater disposal, limiting

the potential for additional housing.

There are also smaller concentrations of residential development at the intersection of

the Sugarbush Access Road and German Flats Road, the foot of the Sugarbush Access

Road, in the vicinity of West Hiit and Lincoln Gap Roads, Prickiy Mountain/ and several

locations in East Warren.

Given the constraints in these settlement areas, much of the housing development

that has occurred since the mid-1980s has been distributed throughout Warren's rural

areas. Houses are being constructed at low densities in areas characterized by poor soils,

steep slopes and iimited access. If this trend were to continue, Warren's rurai character

and scenic landscape would uitimately be diminished and replaced by a suburban

development pattern.

Warren amended its land use regulations in the early 2000s to address community

concerns about scattered residentiai development in the rural areas of town. While

appropriate house siting, lot configuration and preservation of open space can protect
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rurai and scenic character, other adverse impacts of dispersed, iow-density housing are

not as easily mitigated such as:

® Higher construction costs;

Increased cost of providing services;

© More energy used for transportation;

Fragmentation of wi!dlife habitat; and

® Additional forest clearing and construction of impervious surfaces that can lead to reduced

water quality and increased flooding downsiope.

Anecdota! evidence suggests that the market demand for !arge rural homes on large

lots is declining as the population ages, households get smaller and iifestyle preferences

change, exacerbating the mismatch between housing supply and housing demand in

Warren. Warren faces a challenge similar to many Vermont towns-the overarching

planning goai of compact settlements separated by rural countryside is not readily

achievable due to a Sack of infrastructure to support higher-density development and

the market is not producing the housing the community needs or desires, both for

current residents who want to age in place and for the next generation of residents.

Housing Affordability. The cost and availability of housing is widely considered a
problem in Warren. As a resort community with an economy heavily dependent on

tourism/ Warren has faced the double challenge of high-priced housing and low-wage

jobs for many decades. The perception that the demand for vacation housing prices

loca! residents and workers out of the market is widespread. The best available data

does not provide a as dear a picture of housing affordabiHty in Warren:

® Median sale prices of single-family homes that are primary residences are highly variable

from year-to-year as a resuit of a relatively smal! number of sales in any given year. Those

prices have generally been higher than in the county or state as a whole over the past 30

years, but they have not been consistently higher and since the late 2000s they have not been

substantially higher. In 2016, a household earning $67,000 or with $22,000 in cash at closing

could have affordabiy purchased a slngle-family home in Warren at the median sale price of
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$229,000. Those who purchased homes, particularly at the upper end of the price range, in the

early 2000s prior to the recession may find themselves now owning a home that is worth less

than the original purchase price or that has not gained appredable value over the past decade.

Median sale prices of condos that are primary residences have aiso been highly variable over

the past 30 years and have often been lower than in the county or state. In 2016, a househoid

earning $37,000 or more with $13,000 in cash at closing could have affordably purchased

a condo in Warren at the median saie price of $ 124,400. Whiie purchase prices are relatively

affordable, anecdotal evidence suggests that the operating costs of the condos built in the

1970s and 80s are higher than average and that many of these units are at an age when they

need significant investment in repairs and maintenance. Residents aiso have to pay association

fees, which further increases their housing costs.

Residences selling as vacation homes have not generally been priced significantly higher than

those selling as primary residences. Further after adjusting for inflation, vacation condos have

not increased in value and vacation single-famiiy homes have increased only modestly in value

during the past 30 years.

@ The median assessed value of single-family homes in Warren is substantially higher than the

median sale prices. In 2016, the median assessed va!ue of a single-family home that was a

primary residence was $317,250 and for single-famiiy vacation homes it was $315,700. The

median assessed value ofcondos in 2016 was similar to sales prices- $126,100 for primary

residences and $166,500 for vacation units.

Property tax rates in Warren in 2016 were dose to the state median at 2.025 for homestead

properties and 1.990 for non-residentiai properties. The property taxes on the median single-

family home that was a primary residence would have been approximately $6,400 (not taking

into account any income sensitivity adjustments) and on the median vacation condo would

have been approximately $3,300,

The Mad River Vaiiey towns have been studying the demand for and affordability of
housing in the area since 1990 when the towns, the Mad River Valley Planning District,

Sugarbush Resort and the Mad River Valley Housing Coalition (a non-profit advocacy

group) worked together to produce A Future for Affordable Housing in the Mad River
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Valiey. That study addressed numerous housing issues including the need for more

elderly/ affordable, rental and employee housing. Over the past several decades, Warren

has implemented several of the recommendations in that report and the Planning

District has periodica!ly updated that study. The most recent update the is the 2017
Mad River Valley Housing Study, which is incorporated into this plan by reference.

Workforce Housing. Warren is the epicenter of seasonal employment in the Mad River

Valiey with its associated demand for temporary workforce housing. It has long been

the case that there is only enough housing in the Mad River Valley towns for a portion

of Sugarbush's employees and that what housing is available is often not affordable for

low-wage service workers.

Change in the Town's Economy. Warren's economy shifted dramaticaiiy in the 1970s

and '80s as the comnnunity transitioned from a rural town to a resort community. Farming

and forestry were replaced as the cornerstones of the local economy with tourism.

For the past two decades, Warren's economy has been relatively stable. There have

been at least 100 employers in Warren since the late"1990s (this on!y includes

business locations with employees who are covered by unemployment insurance).

The total number of jobs in those establishments has tracked national and regional

economic cycies, increasing when the economy is expanding and decreasing when it is

contracting. There were more than 1,000 jobs covered by unemployment insurance in

Warren in 2016.

Warren has become an employment center in the Mad River Valley. The Census Bureau

estimated that neariy 800 people commuted into Warren to work in 2015, while

approximately 250 Warren residents worked in town and 450 residents commuted to

jobs outside Warren. The census data suggests that most of the new jobs created during

the past 15 years are he!d by people commuting into Warren rather than living in town.
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Characteristics of the Town's Economy, Warren's economy is typical of a small town,

resort community:

The leisure and hospitality sector employs the largest number of people in Warren. According

to the Vermont Department of Labor (VTDOL), that sector accounted for 16 establishments

and 627 Jobs (more than 60% of ail jobs in town) in 2016.

@ Tax receipts indicate that approximately $15 million was spent In Warren on meals, rooms and

aicoho! in 2016. This data is a clear indicator of tourlsm-reiated business activity.

The majority of jobs in town are in service sector (leisure and hospitality primarily, but also

retail) and pay low wages. Many of these jobs are part-time and/or seasonal. According to

the Census Bureau, more than half the workers in Warren earned not more than $15,000

($ 1,250) annually from their primary job in 2015. That income falls beiow the living wage
for Washington County, which was estimated to be a minimum of $18,000 per year (for a

household with 2 working adults and no dependents) to $60,000 per year (for a househokt
with 1 working adult supporting two children). The living wage is defined as the minimum

income needed for a househoid to be tinanciaiiy independent and not need public assistance

or suffer consistent and severe housing and food insecurity.

Evidence suggests that a significant number of peopie working In Warren have more than one

job. According to the Census Bureau in 2015, there were approximately 200 people working

at a job in Warren that was not their primary (highest earning) job.

Evidence suggests that a conslderabie number of Warren residents are self-employed. These

jobs and earnings are not included in the data provided by the VTDOl. According to the

2011-15 American Community Survey (Census Bureau), more than 20% of Warren households

reported some self-empioyment income during the previous 12 months and 10% of residents

in the workforce stated that they worked from home.

The unemployment rate among Warren residents is very iow. According to the VTDOL, only 2.4%

of the 1,030 Warren residents In the labor force was unemployed in 2016, as compared to a

statewide unemployment rate of 3.3%. Due to the seasonal nature of many Jobs in Warren, the

unemployment rate in Warren rises and falls throughout the year with the highest unemployment

rates occurring during the spring and fal! "shoulder seasons" for the tourism sector.
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Tourism Sector and Sugarbush Resort. Tourism Is Warren's dominant industry as

evidenced by muitipie indicators, including the number of iocal jobs and percentage of

the town's tax base it represents. Less easily measured is the contribution of the tourism

sector to Warren's quality of life. Many of the recreation, commerciai, economic and

cultural amenities enjoyed by local residents are made possible by the steady influx of

visitors to the area and the contribution of second homes to the tax base.

Sugarbush Resort is the town's principal tourist attraction. Sugarbush was founded in

1958, but the ski area's current character was shaped during the late 1970s and early

1980s when Sugarbush Village and the majority of the Mad River Valley's commerdai
bed base was developed. Key miiestones in the planning, growth and development of

Sugarbush Resort include:

® in the iate 1970s and early 1980s, Sugarbush Resort enjoyed a relatively high percentage of

market share within Vermont's ski industry. 1981/82 was the peak year for annual skier visits,

which exceeded 430,000.

® Sugarbush released a mountain master plan in 1983 designed to increase the capacity of the

mountain from 6,800 skiers per day to more than 10,000. This proposed expansion raised

significant community concerns over the potential impact on the Mad River Valley's pub!ic

infrastructure and quality of !ife. in response, Sugarbush, the valiey towns, the Central Vermont

Regional Planning Commission and the State of Vermont entered into a Memorandum of

Understanding (MOD) to phase any expansion in a manner that does not over-burden the

valley's capacity to accommodate it. The MOU has remained in effect since 1983, and was

updated and reaffirmed by the parties in 1998, The MOU, as most recently agreed to, is

adopted by reference into this plan,

© Most of the expansion envisioned in the 1983 master plan was not realized. in the years since,

skier visits have declined. The Master Development Plan was updated 1996, and identified

improvements aimed at regaining Sugarbush's competitive advantage relative to other ski resorts.

The current capacity of Sugarbush is 7,620 skiers per day. The 1996 plan continues to envision

expansion in capacity to serve more than 10,000 skiers per day and 600,000 annual skier visits.

^ Improvements made at Sugarbush Resort during the 1990s induded an expansion of snow-
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making capacity, the installation of the inter-tie lift connecting Lincoln Peak and Mount Ellen

(formeriy Sugarbush South and North), and several key iifts were upgraded.

During the 2000s, the base of Lincoln Peak was redeveloped, additional on-mountain lodging

and service facilities were buiit, and additional lifts were replaced. The Town of Warren revised

its Land Use and Development Regulations in 2001 to accommodate a growth center at the

base of Sugarbush Resort.

Sugarbush Resort has changed hands several times. American Skiing Company (ASC) acquired

the mountain in 1994. In 2001, Sugarbush Resort was purchased by Summit Ventures NE, LLC,

a group of local investors.

Historically, the vast majority of visitors to the Mad River Valley were skiers. While the

ski areas remain the valley's greatest draw, the tourist season has expanded to include

summer and autumn. Four-season tourism is more dependent upon the combination

of the area's natural beauty, outdoor recreation and mix of cultural activities. The new

faci!itles at Lincoln Peak and year-round amenities at Sugarbush Resort, as weil as the

sponsorship of large events/ has made Sugarbush Resort a driving force behind the

transition to four-season tourism.

Ensuring the viability of Sugarbush Resort, by upgrading facilities and expanding the
use of existing accommodations at and around the base of the ski area, has long been a

shared goal for the town and the resort. Concerns about expansion that would over-

burden local infrastructure, undermine established businesses or threaten the town's

character can be addressed through:

Continued support and impiementation of the MOU to ensure a balance between ski area

activity and public facilities;

Coordination between the town, resort and local businesses to ensure that the benefits of ski

area expansion are shared by the entire community; and,

© An emphasis on developing the types of businesses, faciiities and amenities that refiect

Warren's character.
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3.3.04

Change in Energy Use. The transition from a rurai to resort community reshaped

Warren's energy use. That transition occurred concurrently with broader changes in

transportation/ settlement patterns and our way of life that aiso affected the type and

amount of energy people use in the course of daiiy life and for commerdai purposes.

The 2016 energy data report from Central Vermont Regional Planning Commission and

the Vermont Energy Dashboard. provide an estimate of current energy use En Warren.

Eectricity. Due to the number of second homes in Warren, it is difficult to precisely

caicuiate the amount of power used by year-round residents. The total amount of

electricity used by residential customers in Warren In 2016 was 15 miilion kWh/ which

is equivalent to the power used by roughly 2,1 00 average Vermont households. Given

that there are about 2,200 housing units (year-round and seasonal) in Warren and that

more than 60% of these units are on!y occupied for part of the year and therefore

should have lower energy usage/ the data suggests that eiectridty use by Warren

households is higher than state averages. This is consistent with what is known about

the ciimate, energy efficiency of the housing stock and relatively high percentage of

homes that have electric heat.

The principal commercial electricity customer in Warren is Sugarbush Resort. Ski area

operation is energy intensive. Snowmaking, which has become increasingly necessary

due to climate change, requires substantial amounts of electricity. Sugarbush and Green

Mountain Power developed and began impiementing an electrical bad management

plan in 1989 to stabilize energy demand and implement a conservation program at

the ski area. Electrical demand as measured at the Mad Bush substation grew from

3.4 megawatts in 1966 to a peak of 16.73 megawatts in 2009. That demand had

been reduced to 8.29 megawatts in 2014 primarily as a result of new snowmaking

equipment and other efficiency upgrades at Sugarbush Resort

Thermal. Rough estimates of thermal energy use prepared by the Central Vermont

Regional Planning Commission in 201 6 suggest that heating year-round homes in

Warren requires about 75 billion BTUs of energy and according to the Census Bureau
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nearly 60% of those homes were heated with propane (another 20% used wood

and 15% used fuel oil). The amount of energy required for space heating is driven by

building design and construction.

The RPC further estimated that commercial establishments used about 60 billion BTUs

of thermal energy. This leaves around 75 billion BTUs of thermal energy unaccounted

for, a significant portion of which is likely used to heat seasonal homes. Ali these figures

are rough estimates, however, as detailed information about thermal energy use at the

town level is not available.

Transportation. Estimates on the Vermont Energy Dashboard suggest that

approximately 161 billion BTUs of energy was used by vehicles registered in Warren

for transportation (persona! and commercial) in 2015, which is equivalent to driving

33 miilion miles in a vehicle that gets 25 miles to the gallon. Similar to the estimates

of thermal energy use, there is little information about actual energy used for

transportation at the town level.

State Energy Goal The State of Vermont has set a goal of generating 90% of the

energy used in the state from renewable sources by 2050. Currently, Warren is only

meeting about one-third of its energy needs through renewables. The Vermont Energy

Dashboard estimates what it wil! take for Warren to meet the 90% goal through

efficiency and renewables. That scenario requires that the total amount of energy

used in town be reduced by about 36% and the amount of renewable energy used

be increased by nearly 80%, If energy demand were to remain at current levels/ the

amount of renewable energy needed would have to increase by about 165%.

Cieariy, a future challenge will be to reduce energy consumption in genera! and to

shift demand towards energy sources that are renewable and have an overall low

environmental impact. Energy conservation measures such as increased user controi,

weather-stripping, insulation, caulking, etc., can reduce heat ioss in buildings by 25-

50%. The density of development can affect energy consumption. As the population is

dispersed across the town/ more energy is consumed for transportation. There is a!so a

transmission loss over the long power lines required to service dispersed deveiopment
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3.4

3.4.01 WORKING LANDS
Agncuiture. Warren's early settiement patterns were influenced by the iocation of

suitable farmland. Agriculture was a cornerstone of the town's economy and shaped

residents' way of life for more than 150 years. Whiie farming is no longer a primary

income source for most residents, the contrast between open fields and wooded

hillsides continues to define town's scenic beauty and rural character.

Farmland is distributed broadly throughout East Warren, in the valley floor along Route

100 and, to a lesser extent, on Fuller Hill and in Lincoln Hollow (see Figure 18). The

current state of agriculture in Warren is summarized below:

© Dairy farming in Warren has steadily declined since the 1980s, which is consistent with

statewide trends. In 1965, eight dairy farms operated En town and today a single dairy

remains. This remaining dairy is relatively large by Vermont standards, with a herd of

approximately 1,000 head. Operated by a !ocal family, the farm is responsible for maintaining

a major portion of the open land In Warren, as we!! as significant farmland acreage in

neighboring Waltsfield and Fayston.

® There has been increased interest and investment in horse-based recreationai and commercial

activity in recent decades. This has resulted in the reciamation of former pasture land and

construction of numerous barns, stables, and indoor riding arenas. Private horse ownership

aiso creates a local market for hay, which further contributes to the maintenance of farmland.

@ Since the Jate 1990s, sma!!-sca!e, diversified agriculture has seen a resurgence in Warren as

dsewhere in Vermont. The localvore movement has encouraged the production of more locally

produced agricultura! products. One example of this trend is the Kingsbury Farm, which was

conserved in 2009 and now grows vegetables. Smati-scaie "homestead" farms also contribute

to the maintenance of open land.

To date, Warren has retained many eiements of its agrarian heritage. Recognizing that

development on farmland threatens the town's rural character, Warren has taken the

foilowing steps to protect farmland and the highiy valued pastoral landscape it creates:

"The:t6wn"owned:EastWarre,n:i.Schboihouse,wh[ch.was

^enovated;and rented :b/the;Rootswork organization,.
^ancUhe surrounding private^lands serve as the:fdcus .
:::tEiisimovement..Rootswork:and'related enterprises have
:::qperated alocal market:at;the;;schoo! house, a specialt/.
^cheese ibusiness,. a schpo[;for^heese makers, a rommunity
^garderi^CSA vegetable Ipyrdiasing cooperative;^ Slower
:ifarm:and a root :ce!!a^Roatswoirk. has made:the second
^fioorof the SchoplHouse:avai!abie for group meetings
,;and::the kitchen available for short-term commercia! use.
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The Meadowland Overlay District

encompasses 1,800 acres (nearly all of

the land activeiy farmed in 1979) and
most of the town's prime agricultural

soils The purpose of the overSay district
is to guide (and subdivision and other

development in a manner that minimizes

fragmentation and conversion of

farmland (current and former).

Approximately 1,500 acres of farmland

have been conserved in Warren. The

town holds conservation easements on

approximately 225 acres. The Mad River

Watershed Conservation Partnership has

assisted with putting an additional 350
acres of farmland under easement with

the Vermont Land Trust. The Vermont

Land Trust holds easements on over 900

acres of land within the Town ofWarren.

Within the past several years the State of

Vermont and various private foundations

have allocated considerable sums of

money for farmland conservation,

creating additional opportunities for

future acquisition efforts.

:orestry. Much of the private forest

land in Warren is under some form

of forest management through the

state's Current Use Program (see

Figure 19 and Figure 20).

^FEgureflfe ^grKculfural ^bits^^ l\3eacl<>yv!a^Mla^;

Key

Prime agriculturaS soiis (366 acres)
Agricultural soiis of statewide importance (3,291 acres)
Not prime or statewide soi!

S% Meadowiand overlay district

'iJ.J-v x

I.... I I I I MILES
6 '/; 1
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3.4.02 MINERAL AND GROUND-
WATER RESOURCES
Mineral Resources. There is no

commercial extraction of minera!

deposits occurring and no significant

mineral resource areas are known to

exist In Warren. Any future extraction

and processing of earth resources

would be regulated locally through
the town's iancf use regulations and

by the state through Act 250 in order
to avoid, minimize and/or mitigate

adverse impacts such as:

^ Reduction of groundwater recharge

and filtration, and possible

contamination from on-site storage

and disposal of materiaSs.;

@ Alteration of surface drainage

patterns resulting in increased

runoff, soil erosion and stream

sedimentation;

e Destruction of natural or cultural

resources;

@ Noise, dust and truck traffic;

6 Diminished scenic quaiity of the

landscape and limitations on the

future use of the site; and

® Reduction in neighboring property

values.

^ltii^r^^^6nsfen^/ai^;WQrk]n^

©&^^
Conserved Land
1. The former George ESIiott farm (* acres)
2. The former Eurich Farm (*acres)
3. Double Top Mountain (*aaes)
4. Fuller Hill and access to GMNF (* acres)
5. Land behind East Warren Schooihouse (45 acres)
6. Woodlands off Sugarbush Access Rd (200 acres)
7, Biair Farm (309 acres)

Key
[3 Farm parcel (Warren 2016 grand list)
^ Woodland parcel (Warren 2016 grand !ist)
E] Conserved land

: Parcel enroiied in current use (Warren 2016 grand list)
Green Mountain National Forest
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Groundwater. Al! Warren residents and businesses use groundwater as a potabie water

supply and most get their water from private drilled weils or springs (Sugarbush Village
area is served by a community water system, Mountain Water Company, as discussed in

Section 3.5.03). In areas of concentrated deveiopment with small iots, such as Warren

Viliage and Alpine Village, the dependence on both on-site wells and septic systems

poses a potential threat to groundwater quality. Providing community water and/or

wastewater service in such areas could become necessary if groundwater contamination

occurs or if the community wants to encourage further growth in those existing

settlement areas.

3.4.03 ARCHAEOLOGICAL, HISTORIC AND CULTURAL RESOURCES
Archaeological Sites. Relatively lltt!e is known about Warren's archaeoiogical

resources. Most archaeoiogicai excavation in Vermont occurs in response to proposed

deveiopment, particuiariy projects with federal funding or in iocations of archaeological

sensitivity. In 2016, one such excavation occurred at the Warren Falls parking lot site

and unearthed evidence of prehistoric Native Americans.

It is assumed that Native Americans ventured into the Mad River Valiey during the

Paleo-lndian period (10,000 - 7,500 BC), and at ieast one Paleo-indian artifact (a fluted

projectile point) has been documented in Waitsfield. It is thought that the Mad River
was part of a trade route that connected via the White River to the Connecticut River

and beyond. According to a 1989 study of the Mad River Valley prepared by Ann Dowd
and Beth Tmbitt, the most likely location for finding prehistoric artifacts is along the
higher terraces above the river's floodplain. This study provides information regarding

archaeoiogica! sensitivity throughout Warren.

There are also archaeological sites that date to the post-contact period and provide

evidence of 18th and 19th century industrial and agricultural activities in Warren. Mill

sites exist on the Mad River in Warren Village and along other tributaries (the weii-

preserved site along the upper stretches of Stetson Brook, for exampie). Cellar holes

document the earlier settlement pattern of hil! farms in areas that are now re-forested.

Figure-20..CurreiTtUs&RrcigramL^;iF?^::^^^ •';' :.'~-^

Vermont's Use Value Appraisal (UVA) Program,
commonly known as 'Current Use', enables private
landowners engaged in.iong-term forestry or agricultural
practices to have their land appraised based on the
property's value of production of wood or agricuStural
products rather than its residential or commercial
development value. If land is removed from the program
and is developed, the landowner must pay a !and use
change tax. The goal of this program is to. encourage
owners to keep land in productive use by reducing their
tax burden. • .:'.-:': ••:•'. .

The Current Use Program has been in place since 1980
but enroilment continues to increase steadily following
changes to. state education funding in the eariy 2000s
that resulted in the establishment of the statewide
education property tax and also fed Warren to phase out
its own tax stabilization program. Total acres enrolled
in UVA in Warren between 2005 and 2016 are shown
below. Approximateiy 85% of enrolled land in Warren is
managed forestland and 15% is farmland. .: :

7,500

6,500

5,500

4,500

3,500
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Historic Sites and Structures. Warren's rural landscape is shaped by the integration of

natural land forms, traditional land uses and the historic built environment. More than

100 properties have been listed on the Vermont Historic Sites and Structure Survey,

completed by the Division for Historic Preservation in 1983 and updated by the Mad
River Valley Rurai Resource Commission in 2004. Properties on the state survey are

eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places.

More than haif of the historic structures remaining in town are located in Warren

Village, which was placed in the National Register as a Historic District in 1990. This

designation provides certain tax benefits to owners of income-produdng properties who

restore their buildings and offers some protection against federal actions that could

harm the documented historic resources. Listing on the National Register imposes no

restriction on the use or alteration of historic structures and therefore, provides only

limited protection of these resources.

Unlike some historic districts that contain a high concentration of buildings

representative of one particuiar style or era/ Warren Village contains examples of

the many styles and periods that mark Vermont's history. This diversity allows for

the continued evoiution of the historic village without the need to impose any one

architectural style. However, it is important that future development respect the village's

architectura! traditions. Future development and/or infrastructure improvements can

reinforce the character and architectural vernacular of the village. The replacement

of the Pitcher !nn, which was destroyed by fire in 1993, is an example of modern

development that is compatible with the town's historic traditions.

Historic structures are also found outside of Warren Village. Generally/ these sites reflect

the agricultural history of the connmunity and include farm houses and associated farm

buildings, especially barns. Unfortunately, the high cost of upkeep and maintenance of

large barns has resulted in several falling into disrepair after they are no longer used for

agriculture. Adaptive re-use provisions have been added to the Land Use Development

Regulations to help encourage the restoration and use of barns.
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Warren is home to a number of historic bridges, in addition to the Village Covered

Bridge, which is listed in the Nationa! Register, the Kingsbury Iron Bridge is the sole

remaining iron truss bridge in the Vailey. These bridges, built throughout the state

following the 1927 flood, are a distinctive reminder of a defining moment in Vermont

history.

Arts and Cultural Activities. In recognition that arts and cultural activities both

enhance the quality of life for residents and attract visitors, the town has supported

the work of the Warren Arts Committee, which has organized a variety of musical

and cultural events each year since its inception in 1987. Sugarbush also hosts musical

events throughout the year. Music and art also play an important role in fund raising for

charitable events.

3.4.04 RURAL AND SCENIC CHARACTER
Rural Character. Despite the challenges to the economic viability of farming and

forestry. Warren has retained much of its rural character. That character is created by

the blending of complementary cultural and natura! features. For the purposes of this

plan, rural character is defined by the following elements:

A working landscape, defined by sustainabte development and use of land-based resources,

especlaily farming and forestry. Although local residents are increasingly iess dependent upon

the land for their iivdihood, the town's landscape and historic settlement patterns continue to

attract new residents and visitors, and thereby continue to support the town's economic base;

^ A healthy natural environment, including clean air and water, expanses of open land, healthy

wildlife populations, and a common commitment to the protection of those shared resources;

Diverse cultural amenities, including historic buildings and settlement patterns, smail-scale

locai institutions and organizations, and commercial recreational and social opportunities that

exceed those available to residents of many larger communities; and,

A rural lifestyie, marked by relative privacy, peace and soiEtude; access to the land and nature;

a lack of formality; and a strong sense of independence and individualism that is coupled with,

though sometimes at odds with, a perception of community spirit and shared responsibiilty.
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The 1988 Mad River Valley Rurai Resource Protection Plan inventoried the identifiable

landscape features that combine to create the Valley's rural character/ and established

goals and recommendations for preserving that character. The success of these

efforts was documented in the 1998 publication Kicking Stones Down a Dirt Road:

Rural Resource Protection in Vermont's Mad River Valley. The Mad River Watershed

Conservation Partnership updated the 1988 Rura! Resource Protection Pian in 2004.The

inventory allows the Partnership, town boards, and other organizations to easily consult a

compendium of data when evaluating the Mad River watershed's landscape and natural

features and thinking strategically about which lands are the most important to conserve.

Scenic Landscape. Warren's natural landscape is dominated by four distinct features:

® The rugged, steeply sloped ridgelines that enclose the valley to Othe east (Northfield Range)
and west (Green Mountain Range);

© The norMowing Mad River and adjacent floodplain which constitute the valley floor;

© A fertile p!ateau at mid-slope between the valley floor and the eastern ridge; and

® A feature somewhat unique to this particular valley, a series of intermediate ridges and

freestanding knoils creating lesser east-west valleys.

Warren's built landscape responds to the natural landscape. Village centers and smaller

hamlets have been positioned in the more level areas, on the floor, and along the upper

plateau. These settlements are bounded by cropiand pasture, as the terrain permits,

and by sloping woodlands created by the intermediate ridges and kno!!s. This open land

typically forms the backdrop or foreground for the buiit environment.

The road network provides a vantage point from which Warren's scenic beauty may be

enjoyed. Locations where roads pass through open agricultural areas offer spectacular

iong and intermediate views. The Planning Commission inventories the visual qualities

of town-maintained roads in 2002 using the Vermont Scenic Road Program's criteria

and identified 23 miies of scenic roads.

There are a variety of tools available for protecting and enhancing the town's scenic

iandscape. The Land Use and Development Regulations are used to guide development
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in a manner that reinforces the historic settlement patterns and avoids the placement of

structures that wouid stand in contrast to the surrounding landscape. Other regulatory

provisions such as slope restrictions, resource protection overlay districts and clustering

provisions also serve other policies related to natural resource protection and community

faciiities. incentive programs, such as tax incentives, could also help landowners

maintain the qualities of important properties that contribute to the town's landscape.

3.4.05 PUBUC LANDS, TRAILS AND RECREATION RESOURCES
Town Lands. The Town of Warren owns a number of parceis that are available for

public recreation including the:

28-aae Brooks Recreation Field and adjacent 100-acre Eaton Estate parcel that are currently

used as a recreational area and also encompass the elementary school, town shed and a

wastewater treatment facility.

Park and bandstand near the concrete bridge in Warren Village.

e Cemeteries in Warren Village and East Warren,

^ Old town garage site near the concrete bridge at the north end of Warren Village, the old town

dump land, and a small lot directiy across from the Town Hall.

Former Coates property immediately west of the northerly intersection of Main Street and

Route 100, which is currently used as a municipal gravel pit and possible eventual use as

recreation fields or a resource area for a municipal water system.

Other Conserved Lands. There are nearly 2,000 acres of private iand under

conservation easement in Warren, not including the Green Mountain National Forest

!ands (see Figure 19).

^W^^^^-y^
^^^"^^.^si:"
^^%^^1^%

National Forest The Green Mountain Nationa! Forest currently

owns approximately 7,200 acres in Warren (see Figure 7). Approximateiy 1,260 of those

acres are leased under a special use permit to Sugarbush Resort for winter sports resort

use and approximately 650 acres are part of the Breadloaf Wilderness, a component

of the National Forest Wilderness system. The Green Mountain National Forest may
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purchase land within the approximately 12,800 acre Nationa! Forest Proclamation

Boundary in the Town of Warren without specific Congressiona! approval.

The remaining federal acres are managed under the multiple use concept. At present

they are chiefly used for hunting, fishing, hiking, logging, and primitive camping. The

Long Trail, which runs along the peaks of the Lincoin Range, is maintained by the Green

Mountain C!ub. Through conservation efforts, Warren Falls and Blueberry Lake have

become part of the GMNF since the late-1990s.

Pubiic Recreation Facilities 8t Programs. Brooks Recreation FEeid in Warren Village

has been the primary recreation field for the school and public use in Warren since the

school was built in 1 972. The field is used for baseball and softbal! diamonds; a field
for soccer, ultimate frisbee and rugby; a cricket pitch; an ice rink for hockey and figure

skating; and two tennis courts. The field was expanded in 2004, primarily to provide

space for the Warren Fourth of July vendors.

Riverside Park was created after a devastating flood in1998 that destroyed three homes

in the floodplain. It provides public access to the Mad River for swimming and boating

and to the Mad River Path. The town also purchased a second small piece of property

adjacent to the Covered Bridge in the Village.

Children's swimming programs are sponsored by the Mad River Vailey Recreation

District, usually at the Bridges or the Sugarbush Heaith and Racquet Club. The Valley

swim team uses facilities at Norwich University in Northtield. The Warren Recreation

Commission also sponsors children's programs, including an annual Christmas theater

presentation, a summer recreation program and gymnastics classes. The Catamount

Trai! offers cross-country skiing through the western part of town.

The Mad River Path Association's (MRPA), mission is to build, maintain, support and

conserve a system of continuous public pathways from Warren to Moretown. The

compietion of the path as a recreational trail and alternative transportation route is a

goal of this Town Plan. Completed segments include;

® Warren Path, a wooded trail approximately one mile long that heads north from Brooks Field.
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The section from Riverside Park to the Sugarbush snowmaking pond

The Kingsburyfarm section.

mate Recreational Facilities. Sugarbush owns and maintains numerous trails,

lifts, and indoor and outdoor sports facilities. Two sports facilities are located in dose

proximity to the ski area and offer swimming, weightliftmg, rock climbing and other

gym-reiated activities. There are two cross-country ski touring centers in Warren. One

center operates at the Sugarbush Airport in the winter and one operates near BSueberry

Lake. Numerous horseback riding centers are located in East Warren. Tennis facilities

are located the Sugarbush Health and Racquet CJub, and the Bridges. Sugarbush Resort

operates an 18-hole championship golf course.

Other Forms of Recreation. Fishing, swimming, canoeing, hiking, hiking, and

cross-country skiing ("bush-whacking") on both private and public lands is available

throughout the Warren. Warren also heips fund the Skatium ice rink in Waitsfield.

RENEWABLE ENERGY RESOURCES
Solar Orientation. The orientation and degree of slope determine the amount of solar

radiation hitting a particular site. Through careful site planning and passive solar design,

the amount of energy needed to heat, cool and light a building can be substantially

reduced.

Soiar Energy. The sun can be utilized in three main areas to reduce energy

consumption: hot water loads; heating and electrical production; and food supply.

The amount of energy savings wii! depend upon site and economic constraints. New

construction can and should utilize such techniques.

Energy. Wood is a plentiful resource and, with wise management, could supply

an even more significant share of Warren's energy needs, it is important to note that

wood burning may present safety and air quality issues. These issues may be addressed

using caution, proper maintenance and the iatest in wood heat technology. Warren may

be susceptible to air poilution due to its geographic location surrounded by mountains.
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However/ burning wood instead of gas wil] reduce greenhouse emissions. Done

correctly, using local renewable energy sources such as wood would save residents

money and stimulate the Iaea! economy.

Wind Energy. The Lincoln Ridge is among the best wind sites in New England.

However, most of this property is national forest. Small scale wind generation in the

Valley is possible in certain areas and various projects have been proposed. Given the

ever rising costs of continued reliance on fossil fuels, there is likely to be increased

interest in developing wind projects in the Valley. While Warren encourages the use of

solar and small scale wind, a delicate balance must be sought in deciding the placement

of solar and wind energy equipment.

Hydroelectric Energy. In recent years, the Brooks Dam in Warren Village was viewed

as the only feasible site in Warren for hydro power generation. In the past, it generated

electricity which was sold to Green Mountain Power.

Large-scale hydro power development can severely impact aquatic iife in rivers and

streams. Impoundments cause unnatural increases in water temperature, flood

upstream shore lands, cause siitation, isolate fish populations/ block fish passage and

often destroy saimonid spawning areas. Other negative aspects of large-scale hydro

power deveiopment include the aesthetic implications of dams and impoundments

as well as the possible impact on popular recreational pursuits, such as canoeing and

fishing. However, dams have piayed a significant role in Warren's history and remains

of such dams add to the cultural heritage of the community and provide swimming

opportunities. Technological developments in smail- and micro-hydro may present

opportunities for new hydro power generation in Warren without the negative impacts

of larger scale projects.
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3.5 COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE
3.5.01 TRANSPORTATION

Road Network. The major traffic network in the Mad River Valley includes Route 100,

Route 17, German Fiats Road, and the Sugarbush Access Road and is referred to as 'the

loop'. The growth centers in the valley and in Warren are all served by these roadways,

Focusing growth in the areas served by this network maximizes the existing public

investment in infrastructure and avoid the need for costly new infrastructure.

Traffic voiumes on Route 100 have not changed significantly in recent decades as

reported by the Vermont Agency of Transportation. Those counts and estimates are not

an accurate reflection of tourist traffic conditions in Warren during peak ski weekends

or major events. During these periods, the ability of the !oop to accommodate traffic

can be strained. Options to address the capacity of the road network include:

Expanding road and intersection capacity either by physically enlarging the traveled way,

adding turn lanes, or adding traffic controls or lights;

Stow the growth in traffic volume through the introduction of alternative modes (i.e. transit

service) and/or restrictions on the use of motor vehides;

® Reduce the speed of traffic using traffic caimlng measures; and

Add new roads or intersections.

There are approximately 51 miles of roads in Warren, 44 miles of which the town owns

and maintains (see Figure 21). Town roads are designated as Class 2, 3, 4, or trail. The

town must maintain Class 2 and 3 roads so that they are negotiable year-round, under

normal conditions, by a standard passenger car.

The town is not required to maintain Class 4 roads or traiis. Redassification of Class 4

roads would result in increased road maintenance costs. Trails are rights-of-way retained

by the town for limited- or non-vehicuiar use and are not available for upgrading. Class

4 roads and trails provide critical trail and access opportunities and are a crucial link in

many recreational corridors.
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Road Maintenance. Road

maintenance represents a substantia!

portion of municipal spending, so

the demand for increased highway

capacity resulting from both large-

scale and incremental development

can have a dramatic impact on the

town's budget and locai property

taxes. Through capita! budgeting and

an active transportation planning

program, in conjunction with

neighboring towns, the town can

anticipate highway needs and plan for

them in an efficient and cost effective

manner.

The town's Road Maintenance

Ordinance requires public notice and a

public review process before the town

may make any significant changes En

road maintenance. This policy was

the result of the 2002 scenic road

inventory (see Rural and Scenic Character

on page 44}.

iridges. The character of Warren

is ciosely tied to its geographic
features and residents would like to

see bridges maintained or built to

enhance, rather than detract from,

the town's rural character.

/ ^t^>^:i^?pc^tjym|^ap|^^^ ^-^.;^^^^SI%:^'''^F^
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Warren hired an engineering firm to conduct an inventory of ail town-owned and

maintained bridges as wel! as culverts greater than six feet in diameter in 2002. Each

bridge or culvert was assigned a priority ranking for repair. The town has since been

implementing the recommended repairs and replacements,

Access IVianagement. The efficiency and safety of ail town roads are directly affected

by the frequency and location of points of access or curb cuts. The design of curb

cuts a!so is important in terms of drainage and road maintenance. Consistent and

comprehensive access management policies are necessary to balance the needs of

motorists, pedestrians, bicydists, and other users of the roadways system to travel in

safety and with sufficient mobility.

Traffic Calming. Techniques to better control traffic speeds, enhance pedestrian safety,

and improve the overall environment are commonly referred to as traffic calming

measures. These measures include narrow vehicle traffic lanes, wider sidewalks,

medians, on-street parking, roundabouts, gateways, splitter islands, piantings, street

furniture and radar feedback signs. Major improvements to calm traffic in Warren

Village were completed in 2017.

Traffic speed has also been a concern at the entrance to Sugarbush at Lincoln Peak.

As a result the recent Lincoln Peak base area parking lot expansion, Sugarbush has

constructed a grave! path from the intersection of Inferno Road, Viilage Road and the

Sugarbush Access Road to the former Warren House Restaurant and a paved path along

the Village Road to the intersection of Green Mountain Drive. This network of paths

should be continued in future phases of base area development

Travel. The existing road network, especially Route 100, serves

as an important bicycle corridor. There is a bicycie !ane on Route 100 between Warren

Village and Irasvilie. The Mad River Path network is a popular recreation trail (see Public

Lands, Trails and Reaeation Resources on page 46).

Another area of town frequently used by pedestrians and cyciists is the Golf Course,

West Hll!, inferno, and Access Road 3 mile loop as well as travel from the Lincoln Peak

Some specific standards for access .

management include: . ...

1 Requiring a minimum sight distanc& at a .

driveway or street intersection;: :

Limiting the number of driveways per !ot;

Requiring a minimum distance between

driveways and a minimum distance between

driveways, and nearest intersection;

e Requiring access from a minor road, such as

frontage/service road or a.common internal

street or secondary street for corner lots;

% Requiring shared driveways and/or cross

connections to adjacent properties; :.. :

Setting minimum.and .maximum driveway

.widths; '...,•

Setting minimum, driveway (throat) lengths
and corner turning radius;

^ Requiring left turn. or right turn ingress tane.

for high traffic sites; :

® Requiring a driveway turnaround area to

avoid the need to back out onto the road;

^ Requiring minimum area and/or bays for

loading and unloading; and -

Requiring iandscaping and buffers.to visually
define and enhance access points,
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base area to the Sugarbush Inn and condos. This poses a safety concern since none of

these roads have sidewalks or paths and some are narrow and windy. To help alleviate

the safety issue, Sugarbush Resort installed paths on property owned by the resort

linking the base area to the Sugarbush Inn. Given that the resort does not own ai! of the

property between the base area and the Sugarbush Inn there will be gaps in the path

unless adjacent property owners participate in developing the path.

Parking. Warren provides a limited amount of public parking. As the Planning

Commission continues to refine its plan for municipal facilities, it will continue to

analyze the parking needs and opportunities in Warren Village. There are 14 public

parking spaces in Warren Village and a 21-space pubiic parking lot at the East Warren

Schoolhouse.

in conjunction with the Lincoln Peak permitting process, Sugarbush received an air

quality permit for approximateiy 2,200 parking spaces of which 1 ,625 have been

constructed. The resort continues to promote use of the Mad Bus for transit between

Valley destinations and provides its own parking lot shuttle system to limit traffic

congestion at the LEncoin Peak base area.

Travel Demand EVianagement. Traffic congestion is greatest during the peak ski

season and several peak holiday events (4th of July, Labor Day and Columbus Day

weekend). During the peak events it may be appropriate to implement a travel demand

management program. A program couid include public transit, ride share facilities,

flexible-time for empioyees and skiers (i.e, promote morning skiing with a half-day

morning ticket), pedestrian and bicycle facilities.

Public Transit There have been multiple efforts and entities working to provide public

transit in the Vaiiey during the past two decades, but it remains challenging to maintain

a financially-viabie bus system year-round. As of 2017, transit service on the "Mad

Bus" was available on!y during ski season. There are various other initiatives aimed at

reducing vehicie trips through means such as car and van poois, bicycle sharing, and

walking or hiking to school.
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ir Travel. The Sugarbush Airport in Warren is privately owned by Granite Intersection,

inc., but is open to the public. The airport is located on the East Warren plateau with

a single paved 2,700-foot runway with grass areas suitable for Sanding on either side.

Jet fuel is not available, but aviation fuei for piston aircraft is. There are a few outside

tie downs for local and visiting small aircraft, and a limited number of privately owned

hangars house local aircraft. A larger hangar provides limited storage and occasional

maintenance services to other aircraft. The airport is leased to Ole's Cross Country ski

operation during the winter months, and to the Sugarbush Soaring Association, which

offers glider flight instruction and scenic rides, for the remainder of the year.

Interstate and international flights are available within an hour of Warren at the

Burlington International Airport. Smal! private planes can also land year-round at the

Edward F. Knapp Airport in Berlin and the Burlington International Airport.

Regional Coordination. It is important that local land use and transportation decisions

are considered in the context of the regional transportation network that serves Warren.

Skier and other tourist traffic visiting Warren affects neighboring towns. in addition to

working with neighboring communities to plan for alternative transportation modes,

such as public transit, it is important to consider local highway matters in a regional

context. Warren does this through ongoing participation and support for the Mad River

Valley Planning District's and Centrai Vermont Regional Planning Commission's (CVRPC)

transportation planning efforts.

3.5.02 SOLID WASTE

Warren is a member of the Mad River Valiey Solid Waste Alliance, a six-town district that

includes Duxbury, Fayston, Moretown, Waltsfield and Waterbury. The district prepares

and adopts a Solid Waste Management Plan on behalf of its member municipalities,

which is adopted by reference Into this plan as most recently amended and approved by

the state. A regional transfer facility on Route 100 in Waitsfield serves as the solid waste

disposal site for Valley residents, as well as a place to recycle materials. Presently, solid

waste is collected and trucked by private hauSers for disposal outside the region.
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3.5.03

Private Wells. Private wells are used to suppiy drinking water in most areas of Warren.

Generally, the quantity and quality of groundwater provided by private wells is excellent

{see Mineral and Gmundwater Resources on page 41} and does not pose a constraint on

development potential.

Sugarbush Water Supply. The major public water system in Warren is owned and

maintained by a subsidiary of Sugarbush Resort/ the Mountain Water Company, and

serves the needs of Sugarbush Resort and Sugarbush Village. The system:

Serves approximately 650 users and has the capacity to serve approximately 715 users,

© Is supplied with water from Clay Brook that is filtered and chlorinated. The primary supply is

supplemented by 7 drilled welis with a combined yie!d of 93,000 gallons per day (gpd).

® The treatment capacity is 125 gallons per minute or 180,000 gpd for each of two filters.

® Has a maximum rate of withdrawal of 274,000 gpd under the its current state permit.

® Has a series of six reservoirs providing 238,000 gallons of storage.

Is divided into 3 service zones due to the topography of the area.

® Has an elaborate monitoring and withdrawa! control system to ensure compatibility between

domestic demand and the environmentai needs of Clay Brook/ which was a condition of the

system's Act 250 permit.

Warren Village Water Supply. The potential for groundwater contamination in

Warren Village, which is not served by a municipal water system, has been an identified

concern for many years. Prior studies have found that the groundwater supply is

susceptible to contamination from multiple sources, including septic systems, road salt

and chemical spills. The community wastewater disposal system constructed in 2005

reduces the potential for contamination of drinking water supplies in Warren Village.

Other Public Community Water Supplies, Other community water supplies serve

individual condominium complexes. Federal clean water standards require a source

protection pian for each community system to guard against contamination. These
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p!ans should be considered when developing locai land use regulations to ensure that

water supplies are not imperiled by future development activities within recharge areas.

Sugarbush Resort operates a snowmaking system that draws water

from the Mad River and pumps it to a 12-acre storage pond adjacent to Route 100

at the WaitsfieidA/Varren border. The main snowmaking line running between the

storage pond and the Lincoln Peak base area also provides water for fire suppression via

hydrants serving portions of the Sugarbush Access Road, the German Flats Road, the

Maples Condominium and Colony subdivision.

Private Septic Systems. Most areas of town reiy on private septic systems to treat

wastewater. The ability of soiis to adequately treat wastewater is a constraint on

development in some areas of town (see Section 3,1 .05).

Msposai. Sugarbush Resort has two wastewater treatment

systems: Mountain Wastewater Treatment, originaliy constructed in 1970, and Lincoln

Peak Wastewater Treatment, constructed in 2006.

The Mountain Wastewater Treatment system:

Provides wastewater services to the Sugarbush Village condominiums and private residences,

the Sugarbush Village businesses/ Snow Creek condominiums, the Sugarbush Health and

Racquet Club and several of the Lincoln Peak base area buildings.

Has a treatment capacity of 163,000 gallons per day (gpd).

Uses aerated lagoons, chemicai addition, filtration, and chlorination to produce an effluent of

tertiary treatment quality (BOD and suspended solids are less than 10 parts per miliion).

Discharges treated effiuent into two Seach fieids adjacent to Rice Brook. Water flow in Rice

Brook varies seasonaiiy, so the amount of effluent discharged into the leach field is contro!!ed

to match the flow in the brook.

Is grandfathered under the indirect Discharge Rules of the Agency of Natural Resources (ANR).
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The Lincoin Peak wastewater treatment system:

® Provides wastewater disposal services for the Clay Brook residences and hole! and was

designed with disposa! capacity for future Lincoin Peak base area development,

® Has a treatment capacity of 66,000 gpd.

© Uses sequencing batch reactors (SBRs) followed by filtration and ultraviolet disinfection. The SBR

process is designed to achieve nitrification, denitrification and biological phosphorous removal.

® Discharges the tertiary treated effluent to a series of dual alternating leachfields with a

disposal capacity of 79,21 Ogpd.

Warren Village Wastewater Disposal. Wastewater disposal and groundwater

protection in Warren Village were issues of significant public concern and repeated

study for many years. The town began to seriousiy pursue alternatives to on-site septic

systems in the village in the mid-1980s. After a series of incremental steps towards a

municipa! wastewater, the Warren Village system was completed in 2005. The Warren

Village system:

© Serves approximately 65 users.

Requires the town to conduct down-gradient monitoring at Brooke Field to ensure continued

compliance with the indirect Discharge Permit from the state.

Operates in accordance with the town's adopted Sewer Ordinance, which establishes

allocation priorities.

3.5.04 ENERGY

lectricity. Green Mountain Power (GMP) provides ejectridty in Warren. A 34.5 kV

transmission line feeds the locai distribution system, which is a iooped line with sources

En Montpelier and Middlesex. The capacity of the electric grid is summarized below:

@ The capacity of the two substations, Irasville (#39) and Mad Bush (#38), serving the Valley has
10 MVA reserved capacity or about 45% of current load.

© The 3310 !ine that feeds the #39 and #38 Substations has 24.43 MVA of reserve capacity, but

this must serve more than the Mad River Valley.
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The existing capacity at the #39 Irasville substation is 2,5 MVA (this is 23.8% of the available

capacity) and at the #38 Mad Bush is 4.5 MVA (this is 22.5% of the available capacity) based
on load data gathered from 1999 to 2009. This capacity is based on load being applied
directly at the substation. This does not account for individua! circuit loading, i,e. it would

probably not be possibie to put 4.5 MVA of load at the end of one of the Mad Bush circuits,

but the substation transformer would be able to handle that amount of load.

GMP was not planning any transmission or distribution improvements that wouid significantly

increase the capacity of the system as of 2017.

3.5.05 COMMUNICATIONS
Phone Service. Waitsfieid and Champlain Valley Telecom provides land-iine phone

service, as well as high-speed internet/ in Warren. Various national companies provide

celluiar telephone service in Warren. Verizon Wireless, AT&T Wireless, SPRINT and Nextel

maintain wireless facilities in the Sugarbush Village area.

Warren's Land Use and Development Regulations inciude standards for construction

of wireless telecommunication facilities. As of 2017. however, applicants for wireless

teiecommunlcations facilities could choose to have their projects approved under the

state Section 248 process rather than under municipal zoning.

Internet Service. Diai-up internet services are available through a variety of local

and nationa! providers, including Green Mountain Access (the Internet subsidiary

of Waitsfieid and Champiain Valley Telecom). Green Mountain Access also offers

broadband Internet services via high-speed DSL and T-1 services as well as web hosting.

Cable Television. Cable television service is available through Waitsfield Cable in

most areas of Warren. There are three ioca! origination channels operating in the Mad

River Valley, Sugarbush Resort Te!evision (channel 12), Waitsfield Cable (channe! 11),

and Mad River Valley Television (channels 44 and 45), a local public access station

which offers local programming, including televised events, public meetings, and other

content of interest to Valley residents.
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Newspapers. The Mad River Valiey is served by two daily Vermont newspapers, the

Gannett Corporation-owned Burlington Free Press, which provides very iimited coverage

of locai events, and the Barre-based Barre-Montpelier Times Argus, which provides

regional coverage of significant events and issues. The Valley Reporter is a weekly

newspaper based in Waitsfield that provide coverage of local news and events, and is

designated as Warren's newspaper of record for the publication of official notices and

warnings.

Radio Stations. Many radio stations from Burlington and surrounding communities can

be picked up in Warren. WMRW-LP, Warren (95.1 FM) is a 100-watt (iow power) all-

volunteer, noncommercial, community radio station operated by Rootsworks and based

at the East Warren Schooihouse.

3.6

3.6.01 TOWN BUILDINGS AND LAND
Warren owns nine public buildings as described below. Warren has an adopted

Municipai Faciiities Master Plan, which sets forth detailed recommendations for siting,

using, expanding and improving the town's facilities. That 2007 Master Plan is adopted

into this Town Plan by reference.

The town maintains al! of the buildings listed beiow except a portion of the old East
Warren School and the Warren United Church. That maintenance is funded through

property taxes/ rent and endowments.

® Municipal Building provides office space for town staff and has a secure vault for town records

and other official documents. Various options for expanding office, meeting and vault space

have been considered over the years. While the library relocation reduced the urgent need for

additional office and meeting space, there remains an identified need for more vault space.

Town Haii has a meeting room with capacity for 250 people. It is used for voting, plays,

meetings, parties and other presentations. The second floor of the Town Hall is rented for
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dances, aerobics classes, Grange meetings, and other gatherings. The basement dining room

and kitchen accommodate 150 people. An elevator was installed in 2008, making all floors of

the building fuiiy accessible, !t aiso houses the Warren Public Library (see Civic Fadtities and

Organizations on page 61}.

Ruby Blair House and Bard, which were purchased in 1997 due to their important location

between the Town Hal! and Municipal Building. The Warren Historical Society is actively

seeking grant funding in order to stabilize, restore and update the barn building such that it

may be fu!iy utilized for exhibition of historical artifacts.

Town Garage (Shed) located on School Road in Warren Village has many identified deficiencies

and the preferred alternative is to relocate the facility out of a vl!!age residential area and to

a site with direct access to Route 100. Potential re-deveiopment opportunities for the existing

site indude development of six to ten units of affordable housing. A Phase I! Environmental

Assessment of the existing site was completed in 2008 and showed that there were no

environmental concerns which needed to be remediated and that the site would be suitable

for residential development.

Old East Warren School located at the Roxbury Mountain Four Comers is currently being

leased and maintained by Rootswork, a local, not-for-profit educational organization dedicated

to promoting sustainable agriculture and sustainable communities. The downstairs of the

building currently is sub-ieased to the East Warren Community Market, which offers a broad

selection of sustainably grown, local and / or organic goods.

® Warren Fire Station {see Public Safety on page 62}

Fire Station at Sugarbush {see Public Safety on page 62}

Warren United Church

Warren Elementary School

3.6.02 TOWN GOVERNMENT
Administration. As of 2017, Warren had 10 full-time and 9 part-time empioyees

(induding the Library employees). The Town Cierk and Treasurer are fuil-time, elected

positions responsible for managing the office, town records, and accounts.
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Town government remains heavily reliant on citizen volunteers. Warren is governed by

a five-member Selectboard. Warren also maintains a 7-member Planning Commission,

a 5-member Development Review Board, a 5-member Conservation Commission,

a Cemetery Commission, a Library Board, a Recreation Commission, and additional

groups and committees who spend thousands of hours each year in community service.

Cost of Government The cost of government has grown as Warren has equipped

Etseifto respond to sophisticated demands and has embarked upon the repiacement

of its equipment, facilities, and structures. Warren has a capital budget and program

to project and prioritize capital expenditures (one-time, non-recumng major costs for

equipment, land purchase or construction) over a six-year period. This allows scheduling

such expenditures and structuring their financing to avoid a sudden, unanticipated

increase in the tax rate. Assuming that growth in operating expenditures is spread out,

either through timing/ financing, or withdrawals from accumulated reserve accounts,

the year-to-year fluctuation in expenditures should not be extreme. !f, however,

expenditure growth should exceed growth in the Grand List and other sources of

revenue, the tax rate will rise.

3.6.03 CIVIC FACILITIES AND ORGANIZATIONS
Warren Public Library. The Warren Public Library occupies space in the Town Ha!!,

which was renovated in 2009 and furnished with iocally made bookcases, tables and

computer stands. Circulation and foot traffic at the iibrary have increased since 2009.

The library s-til! has a long-term goal of finding and creating a new, independent,

permanent home.

The library is open 31 hours a week and is operated by one librarian, one children's

librarian, two staff members, and 14 vo!unteers. Warren participates in the state library

programs and the state inter-Hbrary loan system. Patrons can search the card catalog,

renew and reserve library materiais oniine. The iibrary offers a number of programs,

including a story hour for pre-schoo! children, a summer reading program for school-

age children and occasional lectures and book discussions for adults. The library
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provides both public wi-fi and public
access computers. The Vermont

Department of Libraries pubiishes an

annual report that provides detailed

statistics about the library's collection,

programming, staffing, budget and

usage.

3.6.04 PUBLIC SAFETY
Warren Fire Department. The

Warren Volunteer Fire Department

had an active membership of 31

firefighters in 2017. Fire Department

faciiities include a four-bay station

house and meeting room in Warren

Village and a two-bay station

house at Sugarbush Village. Warren

participates in a mutual aid program

with Waitsfieid and Moretown,
making their personnel and

equipment available when needed.

With its own equipment, the Fire

Department can provide a steady

supply of water to a fire 2,000

feet by road from a roadside water

source, such as a stream or pond.The

availability of mutua! aid equipment
extends this range to about 3,000

feet with pumpers relaying at 1,000

foot intervals. Beyond these distances
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fires must be fought by the tanker load from the nearest water source. Available iadders

and water pressures extend the maximum height at which a fire may be controlled to

50 feet above grade.

The Fire Department takes an active roie in reviewing development proposals to ensure

adequate fire protection and has identified the following needs/issues as development

proceeds in Warren:

Q The water line and fire hydrants will need to be extended as development continues further

down Goif Course Road.

@ New dead-end roads are required to have a minimum turning radius of 30 feet to

accommodate emergency service vehicles.

® Multi-story construction may require additional equipment.

s Fire ponds with gravity-fed hydrants and sprinkler systems may be required in rura! areas.

© A hydrant system using larger bodies of water at high elevations may be needed if residentia!

development continues in rural areas.

Police Protection, As a resort community/ Warren faces particular public safety

concerns. During the ski season, increased traffic control is needed. During the off-

season, unoccupied seasonal dwellings are subject to vandalism and burglary.

The Vermont State Poiice serve as the primary law enforcement agency in Warren.

The nearest State Police station is in Middlesex. In addition, Warren contracts with the

Washington County Sheriff's Department for traffic enforcement. Sugarbush aiso has an

annuai agreement with Washington County Sheriff's Department to assist with traffic

control during the ski season and special events.

River Valley Ambulance Service. The Mad River Valley Ambulance Service

(MRVAS) provides emergency medical care in Warren from their facility in Waitsfieid
MRVA5 maintains two fully equipped ambulances and a rescue/extraction vehicle (not

used for transport) that carries equipment. MRVAS had a volunteer staff of 60 peopie in

2017, many of whom had advanced emergency medical care training. MRVAS is funded
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by a combination of subscriptions, donations and fees for service. Current levels of

funding and facilities are adequate to meet the demand for service.

3.6.05 HUMAN SERVICES
Health Care. There are limited health care facilities En Warren. A first-aid station located

at Lincoln Peak provides treatment for skiing-reiated injuries during the ski season. The

Mad River Valley Health Center provides primary care in Waitsfield. Warren residents

also have access to dental services and a pharmacy in Waitsfield. Other medica! services

are avaiiable to Warren residents include:

Hospital treatment is available at Central Vermont Medicai Center in Berlin, Gifford Memorial

in Randolph, Fletcher Alien Health Care / University of Vermont in Burlington and the

Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center in Lebanon, New Hampshire.

Central Vermont Home Health and Hospice, which offers home health care, homemaker

service, hospice services, and chiid birthing classes.

Vermont Department of Health, which sponsors programs such as Well Child clinics and

nutritlona! programs.

Washington County Mental Health, which provides 24-hour emergency service, out-patient clinic,

substance abuse programs, job placement, day programs, day hospital and resident programs.

senior Services. Mad River Valley Senior Citizens (MRVSC) coordinates and provides

services for the older citizens of Fayston, Moretown, Waitsfield and Warren, in 2017,

MRVSC had approximately 50 active members. MRVSC operates Evergreen Place,

a shared housing and senior center in Irasville, from which it provides a number of

services including a meals program.

]hild Care. Most families in Warren lead lives that require fuil- or part-time child

care. The accessibility, affordabiiity and quality of child care affects parents' ability to

enter the workforce, be productive while at work and remain employed. Childcare

programs available in Warren include: programs for preschool children and after-school

programs for students from kindergarten through 6th grade based at the Warren
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ESementary School, and the Sugarbush Day School. There were no licensed in-home

chiidcare provides in Warren in 2017. The Vermont Department of Children and Families

maintains an online child care directory.

3.6.06

Warren is part of the Washington West Supervisory Union with the towns of Duxbury,

Fayston, Moretown, Waitsfieid, and Waterbury. Warren students in pre-K through

grade six attend the Warren Elementary School in Warren Village. Those in grades seven

through twelve attend Harwood Union Middle and High School in Duxbury.

Warren Elementary School. The Warren Elementary School at Brooks Field has a

capacity of up to 200 pupils, depending on age configuration. There were 175 students

in pre-K through grade 6 enrolled in the 2016-1 7 school year. The schoo! was original!y

constructed in 1972 with various improvements made over the years. Consoiidation of

elementary schools within the Washington West Supervisory Union has been considered

for a number of years due to declining enrollment and increasing cost of education.

Harwood Union MiddEe and Hiah School. Warren sent * students to Harwood

Union Middle and High School (out of a tota! enrollment of 654) during the 2016-17
school year. The core facility of the building (cafeteria, gymnasium, auditorium, etc.) is

designed for 1/000 students.

Vocational Training. High school students and adults seeking continuing education

have access to vocational training at the Central Vermont Career Center in Barre

Harwood Union School also provides a limited number of vocational programs on site.

Schooi Costs. School enrollment is only one factor of many that drives the cost of

education. School funding in Vermont is based on a per student formula, but lower

enrollment does not reduce operation and maintenance costs. Other costs, such as

health insurance, continue to increase significantly as well.
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3.7 LAND USE AND DEVELOPMENT
3.7.01 INTRODUCTION

A primary purpose of land use planning is to balance the legitimate interests of

the community, as expressed through the planning process, with the rights and

expectations of individual landowners. Warren's future land use plan is based on

the careful consideration of the town's traditional settlement patterns and historic

resources; its rural character and unique sense of place; the distribution of natural

resources and physical features; the location and capacity of public services, facilities

and the transportation network; the community's housing and economic needs;

and, most importantly, the goals, objectives and strategies related to each of those

considerations.

3.7.02 CURRENT LAND USE
Despite the town's transformation from a rural town to a resort community, nearly 85%

of the town is forested. There remains some active farmland on the East Warren plateau

and along the Mad River. Concentrated development is located at the base of Lincoln

Peak, in Warren Village and around the intersection of Route 100 and the Sugarbush

Access Road. Low-density residential development is distributed throughout town.

3.7.03 DEVELOPMENT CAPABILITY
steep Slopes. Steep slopes pose significant land use and development chalienges:

Steep slopes are subject to erosion and high rates of runoff when cleared.

State regulations restrict in-ground septic disposal systems on slopes in excess of 25%.

^ The costs associated with the construction and maintenance of roads, sewer and water

systems, or controiilng erosion and preventing stream sedimentation, can be prohibitive on

slopes of 15% or greater.

Development on steep slopes, espeda!!y at higher elevations, may adversely affect scenic

character as it tends to stand out from many vantage points.
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GeneraHy, siopes in excess of 25% shouicf not be developed and Warren discourages

deveiopment on slopes of 15-25%. Gearing should be conducted with careful attention

to erosion control and stormwater management measures. Other special measures that

should be considered when reviewing development on steep slopes indude the carefu!

siting of structures and landscaping and screening to minimize visibiiity of buildings and

lighting. Also see Section_3J^03_and Figure 3.

Soil Suitability for On-SEte Wastewater Disposal. On-site wastewater disposal is

regulated by the state Agency of Natural Resource. A state permit is needed for most

repairs, upgrades, and new construction of on-site wastewater treatment and disposal

systems. Vermont's Wastewater System and Potabie Water Supply Rules establish design

standards dependent, in substantial part, upon site and soil conditions. To assist in

evaluating soils for on-site wastewater disposal, the U.S. Natural Resource Conservation

Service (NRCS) has evaluated the soil types found in Vermont and rated them according

to their suitability for on-site disposal (see Section 3.1.05 and Figure 4).

3.7.04 CONSERVATION STRATEGIES
Maintaining Warren's rural character, scenic landscape, working farm and lands, fragile

natural areas and historic resources have been objectives of the town since the mid-1970s.

The Warren Conservation Committee was formed in 2002 to advise the Seiectboard

on matters related to open space protection and land conservation. Warren has a

Conservation Reserve Fund to be used "...for the purpose of acquisition and perpetual

protection of critical agricultural, forest and open land." The Conservation Committee has

established the following iist of conservation priorities, in the order of importance;

Land with outdoor recreation resources, including parcels with existing or potential trails, river

accesses (especially the Mad River and its tributaries), hunting areas, and potential piaying

fields and recreation areas;

@ Resources that would protect or enhance water quality, such as wetlands, headwater areas,

and riparian buffers along the Mad River and Its tributaries;

^ Land with identified wildlife values, induding critical habitat for endangered species, black
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bear (Including the Slide Brook basin), and identified wildlife corridors;

High elevation forest (ridgeiines and prominent knolls) and farmland and meadows visibie

from weil-traveled town roads and Route 100;

Productive farmland, especialiy land currently under farm management or with the potential

for active farm management;

Productive forest, especially lands that are contiguous to other undeveloped tracts of forest

and conserved parcels;

Land that contributes to the town's historic settlement patterns including up!and areas with poor

access to town centers; undeveloped parcels that define the contrast between an open countryside

and village centers; and

@ Open space that contributes to the character of Warren Village.

3.7.05 LAND USE AND DEVELOPMENT REGULATIONS
Many town policies and programs have a direct bearing on future Sand use patterns, but

Warren's Land Use and Development Regulations are the primary means by which the

town can affect future land use.

Zoning Districts. Warren originaily adopted zoning regulations in 1972. Those

regulations have been revised and re-adopted multiple times, most recently in 2008.

The current Land Use and Development Reguiations are designed to impiement the Sand

use policies expressed in this plan;

Maintaining the historic character of Warren Village;

Concentrating higher development densities and commerda! activity in and around Sugarbush

Village/Lincoin Peak base area;

e Allowing additional residential and limited commercial development at lesser densities

throughout the most accessible areas of town; and

Leaving those areas that are least accessible and most environmentally sensitive undeveioped.
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Recent trends, coup!ed with concerns raised by town residents, suggest that some

changes should be made to the zoning districts, aithough the guiding Sand use

principles should remain intact.

Subdivision Standards. The subdivision standards incorporated into Warren's Land

Use and Development Regulations provide public oversight regarding the pattern and

location of development, the provision of public and private infrastructure, and the

protection of natural resources and scenic features. Subdivision standards can be an

essential tool for ensuring that new residential development occurs in a manner that is

consistent with the town's traditional landscape and rural character.

Despite Warren's regulations, the bulk of land subdivision and residential development

has been occurring in rural areas of town, and much of it has a suburban character and

pattern that is inconsistent with the town's historic landscape. This development pattern

also raises concerns over the impact of isolated development, land clearing, road and

driveway construction, and the siting of houses and septic systems on hillsides.

These concerns can be addressed through a subdivision design process that begins with

a thorough resource evaluation and review so that future development will be sited

in a manner that fits into the landscape to protect rural character/ scenic values and

important natural resources. That approach is known as 'open space' or 'conservation'

subdivision design (*). Other revisions to the subdivision standards that might be

considered indude:

© Further limiting development on primary conservation areas (specificaily steep s!opes and

scenic roads);

Establishing landscaping and tree cutting standards to address the scenic impacts of

development on forested hillsides and meadowlands;

© Measures to encourage and facilitate affordabie housing; and

^ Procedures for amending final plats.
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3.7.06 LAND USE AREAS
Warren Village. Warren Viliage has served as the center of government and commerce

for more than 100 years. It features a mix of residential, commercial and institutional

land uses at relatively high densities along the road network. Due largely to the Route

100 bypass constructed in 1954, Warren Village has not experienced the widespread

commercialization typical of other historic villages located along busy highway corridors.

The settlement pattern and architecture are typica! of 19th century Vermont:

© Residential uses are dispersed throughout Warren Village, including singie family structures,

duplexes, and muiti-family structures.

® Commerdai activity is concentrated at the 'triangle' formed by Main Street, Brook Road and

Fiat Iron Road. Businesses include a general store, an inn, offices and specialty shops,

Civic functions are clustered primarily on Cemetery Road just south of the 'triangle and in the

vicinity of the elementary school.

The potential for additional growth is limited by physical constraints (including flood
hazard areas) and the desire to maintain Warren Village's traditional sca!e and form. The

village's distinct character and sense of piace results from a combination of features and

elements including:

A traditional village settlement pattern comprised of buildings on narrow, small lots set close

to the street;

Architectural diversity reflecting various eras of construction that results in a mix of buildings

that are complimentary to one another In terms of scale and mass;

® Several prominent buildings serving as civic and cultural focai points;

Pedestrian access and circu!ation;

The dominance of residential land uses; and

® A clear contrast between the village and the surrounding countryside.

The following planning considerations have been identified for Warren Village:

To address concerns raised over the increasing intensity of commercial activities within this

;Figure24.:Warren Village Center [ ^ :, ^ \ ^ '„' ,, ^^:

Warren Village has been a state-designated Village

Center since 2009. Under this designation, owners

of income-producing properties located within the

designated area may be eiigibie for tax incentives

and grants for buiiding improvements (more
.information Is available on the state's Village Center

Program webpage) and the town receives, priority

for various state grants and funding opportunities.
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district, the land use regulations could be revised with standards to regulate the scaie and site

design of new development.

@ The Village Commercial District was expanded south on Main Street accommodate a potential

expansion of the post office fadity In 2001. There are concerns that if this district were to

be expanded further, additional residential buildings would be converted to commercial uses,

aitering the residential character ofWarren Village.

@ The creation of a third zoning district located between the Warren Village Commercial and

Warren Village Historic Residentiai where commercial development and/or higher-density

residential development would be encouraged whE!e at the same time maintaining and

retaining Warren Viiiage's traditional scaie and character should continue to be explored.

© The provision of municipal wastewater makes higher densities than are presently allowed

under the land use regulations feasible. Currently, most properties in the Warren Village

Historic Residentlai district do not comply with the district's dlmensional and density standards.

Options for accommodating the traditional; development pattern and allowing additionai

growth in a manner, scale and form that conforms to the traditional development pattern

could better reflect the historic character of the village than the large lot development now

required by the land use regulations.

® Most existing businesses En the Historic Village Residential District are associated with

residential uses, which helps to maintain the residential character of Warren Village. Home-

based businesses shouid continue to be encouraged in the village, but standards for site

design and buEiding scale could be considered to aliow for expansion of such businesses while

maintaining village character.

Alpine Village. Alpine Village developed on an approximately 290-acre site in the

southeastern corner of town in the early 1960s for vacation homes, camps and related

seasonal recreation uses. The development predates most state and local regulatory

processes. Alpine Village was laid out with 4,000 square foot lots and a griddecf street

pattern with little regard to the natural land form or development capability.

Alpine Village has evolved over the decades into a dearly defined residential

neighborhood. Landowners have consolidated pre-existing, non-conforming lots into
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larger residential parceis and upgraded seasonal camps for year-round use. While Alpine

Village has benefited from the investment and 'sweat equity' of homeowners over the

years and has become one of the most affordable neighborhoods in town, it continues

to face challenges stemming from the inception of the development;

The road network is privateiy owned and in poor condition.

The conflict between year-round residents and landowners using the area for seasonal

camping remains an issue.

Poor soils and smail !ot sizes may pose a number of public health risks associated with on-site

septlc systems and private wells. To date, no feasibility study has been performed to determine

whether a community disposai system is practical. However, such a study wl!i likely become

more critical as year-round occupancy increases.

The following planning considerations have been identified for Alpine Vi!iage:

The Aipine Vlliage Residential District current!y has a minimum lot size of one acre, but

requirements that pre-existing small lots be merged could be reviewed to determine whether

those standards reflect current state statute. A robust system for monitoring the transfer of

small lots couid be instituted to support the continued consolidation of parcels.

Some standards for the occupancy of recreational vehicles could be included in the iand use

regulations to address issues such as sewage disposal

>ugarbush Viliage and Lincoln Peak Base Growth Center. Since the advent of

alpine skiing on Lincoln Peak in 1958, Sugarbush Resort has been the economic

engine that has driven a dispersed mix of iodging, seasonal residential and commercia!

development in the high elevation bowl formed at the convergence of Clay and Rice

brooks. This area represents a significant portion of Warren's grand list value and is the

focal point for the Valley's tourist industry. Containing the bulk of recent commercial

and residential deveiopment, the Sugarbush Viiiage and Lincoln Peak area will likely

continue to serve as the focus of economic activity and development for the foreseeable

future. Warren identifies the Sugarbush Village and Lincoin Peak Base Area as its

primary growth center with the following objectives:
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® Provide incentives to assure growth

of housing units, induding affordable

and workforce housing, in accordance

with the policies of this plan;

Q Encourage the expansion of the

existing transportation infrastructure

(GMTA) to include routes and
additiona! pickup locations to
minimize traffic congestion; and

@ Encourage the full utilization of

the existing wastewater systems to

facilitate deveiopment in accordance

with the policies of this plan.

Early development in Sugarbush

Village was largely uncoordinated

and unorganized due to the lack

of a guiding iand use plan for this
area. Ownership patterns and

1970s zoning resulted En a high
concentration of residential and

commerdai uses in Sugarbush Village

adjacent to the base of Lincoln Peak.

Although Sugarbush Village provided
direct access to ski trails, the large

parking area formerly owned by the

U.S. Forest Service prevented the

development of base area facilities

that could integrate the village with
ski area operations. When Sugarbush

Resort acquired the parking area and

NJg?e^5^1:tiEui^pand |Us^Ma^t

Key
Village

?18 Mixed use
Iffl Business
:::;t Residential

Rural residential
Rural working lands
Forest and conservation
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surrounding land in 2000, it began an ongoing master planning and permitting process

for new development intended to strengthen the relationship between the Sugarbush

Village and the ski area.

Concerns have been raised in the past regarding Sugarbush management's desire to

develop self-contained commercial amenities at the base of the mountain by Sugarbush

Village property owners interested in maintaining the economic viability of the

village through greater integration with, and access to, ski area operations. Recently,

Sugarbush management has demonstrated a willingness to support the viability of

Sugarbush VEilage through property leasing and business deveiopment.

Beyond the loosely defined boundaries of Sugarbush Village are a number of lodging
and residential enclaves accessed from the Sugarbush Access, German Flats and

Inferno roads that have developed at a range of densities. There is also a lower density

residential area surrounding the Sugarbush Goif Course. The growth center area as

established in this plan encompasses not only Sugarbush Village and the base of Lincoln

Peak, but the majority of the commerdai and condominium development in the vicinity,

as well as approximately 300 acres of land in the vicinity of the Sugarbush Go!f Course.

Warren's Land Use and Development Regulations establish the following zoning districts

within this growth center area:

The Sugarbush Village Commercial (SVC) district encompasses the core of Sugarbush Village,
including the commercial enterprises adjacent to the covered bridge, the Lincoln Peak base

faciiities and a portion of the 57-acre site. It is intended to faciiitate development of a

compact, urban core at the base of Lincoln Peak. There has been substantial development in

this area during the past decade and the remaining undeveloped lands shouid be dedicated to

residential and commerda! development with specific linkage to Sugarbush Village.

Sugarbush Village Residentia! (SVR) district encompasses most of Sugarbush Village uphill
from the base area, as well as some of the surrounding land. it is intended to primarily

accommodate residential and lodging uses.
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g> Vacation Residential (VR) district encompasses more than 470 acres of land surrounding the

lincoin Peak base area and Sugarbush Village. Much of the condominium development of the

iate 1970s and early 1980s occurred in this district. Past development has included a range of

styles and levels of construction quality. Individual projects were generaily isolated and lack road

or pathway connections to one another or an integration of dedicated open space. The siting

and inadequate iandscaping of some projects resulted in unattractive developments. Further, the

extensive frontage on major roads in this district poses a risk of commercial strip development.

@ German Flats Commerda! (GFC) district is intended to provide the Sugarbush Inn site with

higher densities and greater flexibility of uses than are allowed in the surrounding VR district.

The following planning considerations have been identified for the Sugarbush Village
and Lincoln Peak Base Growth Center:

© The development of the remainder of the 57-acre site (and associated ski-facility

improvements) presents an opportunity. As the ski area expands, the base area couSd be

developed in a manner that reflects the ski village scale and density with an integrated street

network, the devdopment of parking structures and elimination expansive surface parking

!ots, and a pedestrian orientation of development and transit service. The Town of Warren and

Sugarbush management shouid continue to work together to ensure that future development

occurs in a manner that takes full advantage of the potential to create a pattern and scale of

development that balances the town's planning goais with Sugarbush's deveiopment goals.

® Potential environmental threats associated with large-scaie development at high elevations

should continue to be monitored. Wastewater treatment, stormwater management,

and encroachment into remote areas, are all important considerations relative to future

development. The ecological sensitivity of the area demands the highest levei of environmentai

protection, especially during construction. Warren has concerns regarding large scale and

intense future development of the base area due to:

1. Greater recreationa! use of sensitive up!and areas;

2. Increased development pressure outside of the growth center boundaries;

3. The potential to undermine existing business enterprises and other commerdai centers;
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4. Traffic impacts on the regional road network; and

5. increased demand for public services and facilities especially the existing shuttle network.

These concerns should continue to be addressed through revisions to the Land Use and

Development Regulations to ensure that they are considered during future regulatory review

of development proposals in the growth center area.

The possibiiity of allowing for an overaii density of the southeasterly triangle of SVR district
comparabie to the SVC district should be explored. Prior to any modification of district

boundaries or density, it wi!i be important to fu!!y understand how this land use change would

affect the function of the SVC as the town's primary focus for growth and development.

In comparison to the concentrated ownership of undeveloped land at the base of Lincoln

Peak, the VR District provides business opportunities to a variety of landowners. With good

site design principles and dear open space protection and landscaping requirements, the VR

District coufd serve as a low-impact, moderate-density contrast to the high-density core in and

around Sugarbush Village.

Assess the likelihood of Sugarbush to link the inn with the ski area with lift fadiities. Should
such a lift extension appear feasible, Warren could consider expanding the VR district to

include the lots on the south side of the Access Road and identifying appropriate uses,

densities and development standards to facilitate deveSopment of a sma!! crossroads

commercial center. If it is not feasible, Warren could consider eliminating the VR district.

® Explore allowing more flexibility for PUDs and project aligned with the objectives of the
growth center.

Rural Countryside. More than 90% of land in Warren is zoned either Forest Reserve

(FR) or Rural Residentiai (RR) and approximately 1,800 acres are also included in the
Meadowiand Overlay (MO) District. These lands comprise the bulk of productive farm and

forest land In Warren and define the town's historic working landscape. However, the

rural parts of town have been the focus of significant residential development pressure

in recent decades. Guiding future development in the rura! areas of town will be of

particular importance to efforts to preserve Warren's sense of place and rura! character.
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^ The Forest Reserve (FR) district is characterized by steep slopes, a preponderance of soils

with poor septic suitability, highiy visible hillsides and ridgelines that form the background
for many of the town's scenic viewsheds, large tracts of forest land, fragile headwater areas,

and extensive wiidiife habitat (including some of the most productive black bear habitat

in Vermont). While portions of the district were once used for agriculture, as evidenced

by stone walls and patchwork forest patterns, it is a!most entirely wooded today. The FR

district presently permits few land uses other than forest management and very-Sow density

singie-famiiy homes. Much of the property within the district is subject to ongoing forest

management and large tracts are held by the Green Mountain Nationa! Forest (GMNF).

® Rurai Residentiai (RR) District is intended to protect environmental resources while permitting

low-denslty development, in addition to single-family homes permitted on one-acre parcels, a

number of other Sand uses, including light, medium and heavy industry/ are presently a!!owed

within this district but the general pattern of development should remain largely rura!.

© Meadowland Overlay (MO) district was designated to encompass all land that was in

agricuitura! production in the late 1970s. The purpose of the district is to maintain viable

farmland for agricultural uses and to locate development in a manner that, to the extent

feasible, preserves the open fields and meadows. Structures within the MO, including

renewable energy structures, must be iocated along the perimeter of open fields and

meadows. The MO standards have been a successful regulatory toois for protecting the town's

scenic and working landscape.

The following planning considerations have been identified for the rura! areas of town:

© Good forest management can ensure a sustainable income from timber harvesting whiie

accommodating stable wildlife populations, protecting sensitive headwater streams and

providing a wide range of Sow intensity recreation opportunities. A number of programs are

availabie to foster sound forest management and provide financial incentives to landowners in

return for multiple use management of their property.

Q Consider mechanisms for discouraging the construction, upgrading or extension of roads

to serve new development in the FR district. Because of the geographic conditions and the

distance from other town roads and services, road improvements are expensive and difficult to
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maintain. Emergency vehicle access is challenging on steep, narrow roads, and the potential

exists for conflict between automobile traffic, logging operations and outdoor recreation.

Consider the need to protect wildlife habitat, especially several large contiguous habitat units

that support popuiations of black bear, bobcat, moose, songbirds and other species.

Consider the visual Impacts associated with lot dearing and the placement of structures on

prominent sites and steep hillsides.

Consider the potential for erosion and stormwater runoff resuiting from clearing and

development on steep slopes, especiaiiy in headwater areas.

The historic pattern offarmyard clusters surrounded by open fields could be recreated in the

RR district through Planned Unit Development (PUD) standards that allow landowners to

cluster development in this historic pattern.

® incentives to maintain historic barns should be continued, induding allowing such structures

to be used for uses not otherwise permitted En the RR district.

Consider incorporating standards for maintaining open !and in the MO.

Commercial Nodes. In addition to the centers identified above, three small commercial

nodes are recognized within the Land Use and Development Regulations:

Access Road Commercial (ARC) district encompasses several commerda! properties dustered

around the intersection of the S ug a rbush Access Road and Route 100. Several of the parcels

have been developed for commercial uses. This area serves as the gateway to Sugarbush

Resort. Efforts to strengthen the area through improved landscaping and site design would

contribute to property values as well as the scenic values of the Route 100 corridor.

Airport Commercia! (AC) district encompasses the Sugarbush Airport and is designed to

promote the continued viability of that faci!ity and encourage compatible land uses while

protecting neighboring residential properties from adverse impacts of such development,

Nevertheless, nearby property owners should be cognizant of the inherent needs and

characteristics of airport operations.

Bobbin Mill Commercial (BMC) district, located just south of Warren Village, has been the
site of industrla! activity for more than 100 years. Due to its historic use, existing character,
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proximity to Route 100 and Warren Village, and relative isolation from surrounding properties,

the area is a suitabie location for continued industrial and associated commercia! uses.

The following planning considerations have been identified for the commercial nodes:

@ A review of the land uses allowed In the AC district wouid be usefu! to determine whether

some of the commercial uses should be limited to accessory to the airport or other outdoor

recreation enterprise, and whether other light industrial uses might be encouraged.

Q The upper portion of the BMC has good access, soiis and southern exposure and is suitable

for moderate density residential uses once the current sand extraction is compieted. Other

considerations include the need to protect water quality and recreationai access in Lincoln

Brook and ensure that standards are developed to protect neighboring properties.

Hazard Areas. The Special Flood Hazard Overlay District was created to ensure that the

design and construction of development in flood or hazard areas are accomplished in a

manner that minimizes or eliminates the potential for flood and loss or damage to life

and property. Through this overlay district, the Town of Warren implements the federal

flood hazard regulations that are required for property to be eligible for federal flood

insurance and other federai disaster funding that may be available.

Future Considerations. Again, to accomplish the proposed land use plan while

achieving many of the goals set forth in other chapters of this pian, additional

development standards related to environmental protection, traffic management,

commercial strip development, open space preservation and coordination of land use

and capital facilities planning, will be required. A fu!l range of reguiatory and non-

regulatory strategies are available to the town. By focusing on the regulatory alternatives,

It is hoped that this plan will serve as a blue print for future zoning changes.
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41 INTRODUCTION
The Warren Town Plan provides a framework for attaining the vision and goals found in Chapter 1 of this plan through capital budgeting

and public investments, the town's land use regulations, participation in various state programs, and other implementation measures, in

addition to guiding local decision-making/ the plan is considered by regional and state agencies as they plan, develop and fund programs,

provide services, locate faciiife, and enact regulations. It is a!so used in state regulatory proceedings such as Act 250 and Section 248

permitting processes to determine whether proposed development is consistent with community goals and standards. When using this

plan for a regulatory purpose, the objectives, policies and strategies below should be considered in context as part of a whole rather than

as individual statements meant to stand alone. Berlin, as all communities, has competing objectives that must be balanced on a case-by-

case basis using this plan as a guide for those decisions.

42 OBJECTIVES
Objectives are attainable targets for accomplishing one or more goals.

4.2.01 RESOURCE PROTECTION

4.2.03

1 To protect and enhance Warren's scenic landscape, historic buiit environment, rural character and
cultural heritage.

2 To protect and enhance Warren's natural environment, sensitive or fragile natural resources, water
quality, wildlife populations, forest blocks and open space.

LAND USE AND DEVELOPMENT

3 To guide development to existing settlement areas already served by public roads and other
infrastructure, limit growth in rural and remote areas of town, and avoid strip commercial
development along major travel corridors and in residential areas.

4 To reinforce traditional settlement patterns and facilitate the logical extension of services and
facilities through thoughtful planning and carefui regulation of land subdivision and development.
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To preserve the distinctive, historic, smal! town character of Warren Village, and maintain and
reinforce the Village as the focus of civic and cultural life in the community.

To foster economic development of a type, quality, scale and intensity that is consistent with
Warren's desire to remain a resort community with a distinctive identity and smaii-town character.

To continue to allow for and encourage the creation of the range of housing needed to attract and
retain a diverse population of year-round residents in terms of age and income, including housing
affordable to people working in town.

To maintain and require high-quality, context-sensitive site and building design resulting in new
development that fits into the surrounding natural and buiit environment, minimizes its environmental
impacts and energy use, and contributes positively to Warren's distinctive small-town character.

To maintain the base of working lands necessary to support economicaliy viabie farm and forestry
businesses and to preserve Warren's rural character and way of life.

To encourage rural landowners to allow public access to undeveloped lands for recreational use
and traditional rural activities such as hunting and fishing.

4.2.04 RESILIENCY, SUSTAINABSLITY AND ADAPTATION

To ensure that the rate of growth and scale of development will not overburden community
facilities or services, or undermine the community's rural character and quality of life.

To strengthen the community's commitment to energy efficiency and conservation by guiding
development to existing settlement areas, promoting energy-saving siting and construction
methods, and encouraging use of renewable energy sources.

To encourage the use and development of local renewable energy sources at a scale and in
locations compatibie with the desire to protect Warren's natural environment and scenic character,
which are essential to the town's tourism-based economy and distinctive sense of place valued by
both residents and visitors.

To guide deveiopment away from flood and erosion hazard areas, maintain or re-establish riparian
buffers, and mitigate the impact of flooding and erosion on existing development in hazards areas.
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4.2.05 INFRASTRUCTURE AND TRANSPORTATION

15 To reduce transportation demands by guiding development to existing settlements and away from
remote areas, and by promoting energy-efficient alternatives to private automobiles such as transit,
carpooling, walking and hiking.

16 To recognize that town roads and bridges contribute to Warren's historic, scenic and rura! character,
and to manage that infrastructure in a manner that meets community needs without adversely
impacting community character.

17 To use the town's ability to plan and provide for roads, sidewalks, sewer and other infrastructure
necessary to facilitate development to foster the land use patterns called for in this plan.

4.2.06 COMMUNITY FACILITIES AND SERVICES

18 To foster provision of the community facilities, services and amenities necessary to attract and
retain a diverse population of year-round residents such as healthcare, child care, elder care,
education and recreation in Warren and neighboring communities.

4.2.07 ADMINiSTRATION AND GOVERNANCE

19 To ensure that town government is open and transparent with opportunities for informed,
meaningful citizen input in community planning and dedsion-making.

20 To administer the town regulations and ordinances in a predictable, fair and consistent manner.

21 To revise and readopt this plan as necessary to meet state requirements and respond to changing
conditions, needs and priorities in Warren.

4.2.08 REGIONAL COORDINATION AND COOPERATION

22 To work in partnership with surrounding communities, regional or state organizations, state
government to further the goals and objectives of this plan.
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4.3

Strategies are policies or actions Policies guide decision-making in order to attain (or contribute to attaining) one or more objectives.

They are intended to guide ai! relevant dedsion-making by town government, and in those circumstances where the plan is intended to

influence regional or state decision-making. Actions are the next steps - concrete activities or programs intended to attain (or contribute

to attaining) one or more objectives.

A timeframe is established for each strategy. Ongoing strategies are part of the regular roles, responsibilities or activities of the

listed entities. Periodic strategies are aiso part of the regular roles, responsibiiities or activities of the listed entities that happen at a

specified interval or only from time-to-time. In-progress strategies are actions or projects that were already in some phase of p!anning

or implementation as of the writing of this plan. Short-temrs strategies are actions or projects that are considered likely to be in some

phase of planning or implementation during the next 8 years. Long-term strategies are actions or projects that are that are not currently

anticipated to be in some phase of planning or implementation during the next 8 years, but which may proceed more quickly if conditions

change or an opportunity arises.

4.3.01 MAIMTAIMING RURAL CHARACTER

1 Support future acquisition of iand by the US Forest Service to be included in the Green Mountain
National Forest and the Green Mountain National Forest's proclamation boundary to include
portions of the Northfield Mountain Range.

2 Participate in the review and revision of the Green Mountain National Forest Management Plan
to ensure that wildlife habitat, recreation opportunities and aesthetic resources are protected and
enhanced.

Continue contributing to Warren's Conservation Reserve Fund and work with land conservation
organizations to identify, prioritize and permanently protect farmland, lands with fragile features
and other important natural resources through outright purchases or conservation easements.

4 impiement, and strengthen as necessary, the provisions of Warren's land use regulations intended
to conserve farmland and important natural resources when [and is being subdivided or developed.

5 Partner with the Friends of the Mad River to participate in and support implementation of The Best
River Ever, including ongoing assessments of water quality and appropriate action to correct any
identified problems.

,,;::;|QngoEng,byConservat|on:|Cpmtn)ssiQn, PjannirTg:::^.'
;.::::::;:;:C6nDmiss[on.and Selectboard.^':.,:- •.:. ,' ;,::;:.'.:':-:;.'' •

;.;:. .teriQdKaljy::by:Conse^9tion;|Cpmm!ss|iOiri/; Planning •'. '.:•. '•.
. • commission ;and::Selectboard,' ^:::^;:!i;;k." •- : .' '.'^

.; :Qn90lng:N;GionserV9yprt:Comrri!ssjon;:Planning: ::;:.::::::
^f:':::Cbmmission:and^elecfboard.":;::^^ :... ''- ':':.:.:::;^:

..::;.Qfi9Plri9^D6ve!op^&ntiReview:Board:and:::: .:::~::;;:::
,:': :':::CoriseE'vation^onnmission.;;;':.:';^;:';::;'::'.; '•', • •.' •'•^:'^.

:;; ^:;::0ngoing:by. Conservation;:C6mmission,;Planning' \
:;::;ll:Commission.and.S8lectboard,- . .•.::•..:::; :::';:,1 . :
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6 Implement, and strengthen as necessary, the provisions of Warren's iand use regulations intended
to protect natural resources and fragile features, including wetlands, headwater streams, steep
slopes, viewsheds and wildlife habitat, on land being subdivided or developed.

7 Refine and update the 2008 Warren Natural Heritage Inventory and Assessment as necessary, and
use it as a basis for protecting important natural resources through the town's permitting and
development review processes.

8 Support the Mad River Vaiiey Rura! Resource Commission to nominate suitable rural lands and
buildings in Warren to the National Register of Historic Places as part of a historic district similar to
the Mad River Valley Rural Historic District in Waitsfield and Moretown.

9 Require conservation subdivision design in rural areas that will protect important natural resources,
maintain open space and preserve rural character.

10 Require developers to incorporate rural cultural features, including farm and logging roads, stone
walls, tree and fence lines, cellar holes and agricultural buildings, into site and subdivision plans,
and encourage the adaptive reuse of historic agricultural buildings.

11 Implement the town's road ordinance to protect those features within the road right-of-way that

contribute to scenic character.

12 Limit the use of outdoor lighting to the minimum necessary and ensure that all outdoor fixtures
are sited, designed, installed and operated in a manner that minimizes glare and skyglow, and
maintains dark night skies and rural character.

13 Through the subdivision and conditional use review process ensure that new development is
context-sensitive and designed to reflect the traditional scale, pattern and form of development, is
compatible with its context and setting.

14 Promote continued access to private iands for hunting, fishing and other forms of outdoor
recreation, with due consideration given to landowner concerns such as liability, vandalism, safety
and intrusion.

Ongoing by. Conservation Commission, Development
Review Board, Planning Commiission-a nd;Sefectboard.

.Ongoing.by Conservation Commission and Development
Review Board'.- ' • - '•'•-'• ."::'-':'

: Ongoing by iridividua! property owners, Historicat
: : Society sndflannEng Commission.

Ongoing:by Zoning Administrator and development
Review Board.

Ongoing by Zoning Administrator and Development .
fteview'Board. : '•' ' "'"" ': .' ': '••' •

.Ongoing by Selectboard. :

Ongoing by Zoning Aciministrator and development .
: Review Board. .....

Ongoing by.Zonirig Administrator and Development
/ Review Board.' ; "" . :' .:. ' . .'

"Ongoing by Selectboard arid Conservation Commission.

15 Encourage sustainable forest management to ensure wood supply for the future. : ; Ongoing by Energy Committee. ' . . :, . :
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4.3.02 FOSTERgNG APPROPRIATE GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT

Through the town's Land Use and Development Regulations and Act 250 proceedings continue to:

Discourage deve!opment not necessary to faciiitate alpine recreation on land characterized by
slopes of 15% to 25% and prohibit such deveiopment on land characterized by s!opes with a
gradient in excess of 25%.

Prohibit the creation of parcels poorly suited for development due to features such as exposed
bedrock, shallow soils, wetlands, steep slopes, high elevations, floodplains or natural heritage
sites.

g;^ Require development to avoid and/or mitigate any adverse effects on important natural resources.

Enforce performance standards to prevent development or land uses from generating fumes, dust,
odor, smoke, noise, glare or simiiar impacts that would adversely affect adjoining properties.

Hp Require appiicants to bear the cost of any special studies or technical review necessitated by
an appiicatEon such as traffic studies, fiscal impact studies, engineering review, landscaping
evaluation or legal review.

:0ngbingby DwelQpment;^eviewiBoarct,;Planning.
:.G)mmission:and.Select6oariJyi:^^::::;:^'...'•-' . ' :.

Regulate land subdivision in a manner that ensures the pattern of future development does not
adversely affect the town's natural features, rurai resources and scenic character, and maintain and
strengthen the subdivision regulations as necessary to;

Ensure adequate erosion control and stormwater management;

Require the delineation of a building envelope for each new lot;

Require conservation subdivision design with permanently protected open space in rura! areas;

^ Require the maintenance of public trails, either In their existing configuration or in a replacement
alignment that provides a comparable function and amenity, and dedication of proposed trail
easements consistent with plans for a town-wide trail network;

Ensure that new development does not result in adverse impacts on traffic safety and efficiency;

^Ongoing by Deye[opmenit^Rev(ew;8oard^
"Commission and :Se1ectboard::. :' . :. :. -^
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Maintain and strengthen the Forest Reserve (FR) District for the purpose of protecting significant
forest resources and headwater streams and limiting development in areas with steep slopes,
shallow soils, critical wiidlife habitat and contiguous habitat units, fragile features, scenic resources,
and limited access to existing roads, facilities and services. To this end,

Consider whether future changes to Forest Reserve boundary are necessary.

Continue to limit the overal! residential density to not more than one dwelling per 25 acres.

Continue to make a!l development, other than agriculture and forestry, subject to conditional use
approval

Ensure that critical wildlife habitat Is protected from development and that fragmentation of
forest land is minimized.

Ensure that new development is sited and landscaped in manner which limits the visual impact of
hillside development.

Prohibit development within the S!ide Brook watershed other than routine maintenance necessary
to allow the continued operation of the Inter-tie Lift connecting Lincoln Peak amd Mount Ellen.

Limit forest management within the Slide Brook watershed to those activities designed to
preserve and enhance bear habitat,

Ongoing by Planning Commission and Seiectboard.

Maintain and strengthen the Rurai Residential (RR) District for the purposes of managing
residential development in a manner that supports continued agricultural and forest management
and preserves rural character and open space. To that end:

Consider whether future changes to the Rural Residential boundaries are necessary.

Reduce the overali residentla! density allowed to not more than one dwelling per 2 acres of
buildabie land (land that is not steep, wetlands, floodplain, etc,),

•Investigate regulatory approaches that wouid take other factors into consideration such as
road classification, distance to existing settiement areas or the size of the parent parcel when
determining maximum residential density.

Guide development away from and require conservation of productive farmland and primary
agricultural soils to the greatest extent feasible.

Allow businesses such as on-farm processing, agri-tourism or outdoor recreation that are
dependent on or connected to the rural iandscape or resources with adequate standards to
prevent undue adverse impacts to surrounding properties.

.Ongoing by Planning Commissibnand Selectboard.
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Maintain and strengthen the Meadowland Overlay District (MO) to preserve an adequate land
base for agriculture, prevent the conversion of farm land and agricultural soils to other uses, and
preserve the scenic qualities of the landscape.

:OngQing^by:Deye]opment;Revie?Board, Planning
commission and :Seledbbar3.^ )••:: : ^

Maintain the Special Flood Hazard and River Corridor Overlay District provisions and update as
needed to maintain the town's eligibility for the National Flood Insurance Program and to enhance
disaster preparedness and resiliency.To that end:

Continue to iimit development in hazard areas to those activities or structures related to the
continued use of existing development, recreation, or water-dependent uses.

:OhgoEng:bYZon|ngAdmEnistra^^
:Board,:P!annEng;Cpmin!ssipn ancTSeledbpard,: :::^..;;:

Use the Land Use and Development Regulations to require:

Maintenance of an undisturbed, naturally vegetated buffer at !east 50 feet deep along all mapped
surface waters.

Any development within mapped source water protection areas to be designed to prevent
potential contamination of drinking water suppiies.

Adequate erosion control during construction and until all disturbed soils are stabiiized after
construction so they are not at risk of erosion.

C^ Adequate post-construction soil quality so that disturbed soi!s will be able to absorb stormwater
and support healthy vegetation.

Adequate stormwater management so that run-off is managed through on-site green stormwater
practices prior to being discharged to surface waters or public infrastructure.

ft Any non-exempt forest management activities to at a minimum comply with Acceptable
Management Practices for Maintaining Water Quality on Logging Jobs in Vermont.

:;Ongoin^by:Zon]ngAidministraitoF.andjDey6lppment
review iBoard.::.:' •••." •: :•:'. -.. .:'.-,\l'':::,!:^::::l: '•. '^^

Use the Land Use and Development Reguiations to:

Allow businesses that produce, process and/or market locally produced agricultural and forestry
products.

Ailow commercial and non-commerdal recreation uses that will expand Warren's tourism season
and offerings, and the use of farm and forest land.

ft Protect identified trail corridors, including the Long Trail and Catamount Trail during the
subdivision or development review process.

j;Qhgoing;jbyZonin^Actministratp^Dey^
,Board/PlanningiCo[nmjssi6h:ancl:Selectboard.::::,;:::::: .
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Use the Land Use and Development Regulations to:

Maintain a high quality of site and buiiding design for commercia! and multi-family land uses with
signage, landscaping and other standards that fit new devetepment into its surroundings and
minimize the visual impact of parking, service and storage areas,

Prevent strip development (commercial development occurring in a linear pattern along major
road corridors) aiong Route 100, the Sugarbush Access Road and German Flats Road.

Promote clustered, compact development patterns that minimize land consumption, the amount
of impervious surface created, and the width of roads and drives,

Encourage innovation in energy conservation and energy efficiency.

Ongoing by Zoning Administrator and Development
Review Board.

To promote energy conservation, efficiency and conversion to renewable energy sources, encourage:

Maximum conservation to electricity, partscuiariy in those applications where it functions most
efficiently, such as Sighting, motor operation, and certain industrial processes,

Employers to provide incentives to promote energy efficient commuting (e.g. ride sharing,
bicycling, Valley public transit).

Development of renewable energy projects (solar, wind) to enable town residents who do not
have the appropriate landscape to take advantage of renewable energy initiatives at off-site
locations (grid tied).

Home occupations and larger home-based businesses to minimize commuting to work.

Ongoing.by Energy Committee.

Amend the Land Use and Development Regulations to develop standards for off-the grid energy
generation facilities.

Shbrt-ternvby Energy Committee and Planning
Commission.'""... :. .... :':' • .:'.

Develop siting guidelines for developers of wind and solar projects to aid permit process uniformity
and weigh community benefits and impacts.

Short-term by Energy Committee, Planning Commission
andSeIectboard. . . :

Call upon the Public Utilities Commission to require site decommissioning pians for wind and
solar projects seeking a Certificate of Public Good to cover deconstmction and remediation upon
permanent retirement of each turbine or solar array, where appropriate, as well as the entire site.

Long-term by Energy Committee.
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Encourage development of affordable housing in Warren through all available means, including:

Consider revising the permit fee structure to reduce costs for affordable and/or small footprint
housing and increase costs for high cost and/or large footprint housing,

Create an affordabie housing fund and consider funding mechanisms for it such as fees on !and
transfers or lot creation, and permits for vacation units, lodging rooms, or commercial space.

Increase awareness and use of existing programs to rehabilitate or improve affordable housing.

Implement a tax stabilization program for improvements to existing affordable or rental housing,
and for conversion of space in existing buildings into affordable or rental housing.

^ Work with state agencies and nonprofit organizations to deveiop affordable senior housing in or
adjacent to Warren Village.

Utilize town owned land for affordable housing.

: Short-term:by.Pianning.Gommiss[6n.and:Se!edbpard;:

30 Maintain and strengthen the Land Use and Development Regulations to foster development of a
diverse housing stock in Warren, including the foliowing:

Allow multi-family housing in those areas with good access to public services and facilities.

^ Allow smaller lots and higher densities in those areas with adequate infrastructure and facilities.

C^ Consider requiring certain types or sca!e of commerda! development to include residential units in
areas with adequate infrastructure.

s'^ Call upon Sugarbush to develop employee housing appurtenant to the resort property and revise
the land use regulations as necessary to facilitate employee housing.

Offer density bonus for affordable housing and consider bonuses for other desired housing types
such as senior housing, net-zero homes or smali-footprint homes.

m^ Encourage creative site design that clusters deveiopment to minimize construction costs and
preserve open space.

Investigate aiternatives to the conventional measurement of density (dweSling units per acre) such
as bedrooms per acre or floor area per acre.

^s Explore Incorporating housing replacement provisions into the land use regulations to avoid loss
of affordable housing stock.

fs Ensure that housing developed as "affordable housing" includes appropriate legal mechanisms to
ensure long-term affordability.

Qng6ing:by,Rlanriing^bmmission,;Develppment: Review
;.8oardiand Zoning Administrator..: ^ '^ :!:^:^;:::::;:"'..
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! 1 Analyze the potential for Alpine Village to accommodate more housing, including conducting a
feasibility study to explore options for the safe and effective disposal of wastewater

32 Ensure that expansion activities at Sugarbush do not adversely affect the cost and availabiiity of
housing in Warren and neighboring town through the Memorandum of Understanding between
Valley towns, the Mad River Valley Planning District and Sugarbush Resort

33 Explore means with which to support local economic diversification to improve wages and, thus,
the ability of local workers to afford local housing, and encourage the creation of jobs that pay a
living wage.

34 Maintain the Airport Commercial (AC) District to permit airport related growth and development
associated with the Sugarbush Airport. To this end, uses in the district should be reviewed to allow
those uses open to the public (retail, restaurant) to continue only as accessory uses to the operation
of the airport and outdoor recreation.

35 Maintain the Access Road Commerda! (ARC) District to allow a range of commercial uses in the
vicinity of the Route 1 00/Access Road intersection. The district should not be extended, although
a range of commercial uses should be permitted. Site standards should be developed to require
appropriate landscaping, traffic calming and an arrangement of buildings in a manner that reflects
a traditional Vermont crossroads settlement

36 Maintain the Bobbin Mill Commercial Park (BMC) District to allow for the continued operation
and expansion of industrial and associated commercial uses. Maintain standards to ensure that
commercial traffic access is limited to Route 100, and that substantial buffer areas are established
from Lincoln Gap Road within which only residential uses are permitted.

37 Maintain the German Flats Commercial (GFC) District to encourage the continued viability of the
Sugarbush inn and strengthen the intersection as a compact commercial node with a building
pattern and orientation similar to that of the Sugarbush inn.

38 Maintain the Alpine Village Residential (AVR) District to recognize the distinct settlement pattern of
this area and address associated concerns.

Long-term by Planning 'Commission. .

: .. Ongoing by PSanning Commission and Selectboard- :

: Long-term by:Plannlng:Commission and Selectboard.\ \

Ongoing by Planning Commission and Selectboard.

: Ongoing by Planning Commission, and Selectboard.

Oncjoing by Planning Commission and.Sefectboard.

Ongoing by P!anning\C6mmlssion and.Selectboard.

Ongoing by Planning.Commission and Selectboard.:
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Strengthen Warren Village's status as a town center in order to promote its social, governmental,
commercial and residential function in the community, while taking special care to protect the
residential character and the quality of life enjoyed by Village residents. To this end:

Review site design, parking, lighting, setbacks and related standards for development and create
standards that will protect and enhance the scale, pattern and character of development that
defines the Village.

Review the iist of permitted and conditional land use allowed in the Warren Village Residential
(WVR) District, and eliminate those that could undermine the residential character of the Viilage,
whiie promoting the establishment of home-based businesses.

Review residential density standards and determine whether appropriate locations exist to
accommodate higher densities and/or smaller lot sizes in a manner that maintains and enhances
existing scale, patterns and character of development in the Viilage.

Add companion wrap-around mixed use district.

<N Renew Village Center Designation and establish Vermont Neighborhood location adjacent to the
Designated Village Center.

Maintain a viable site in the Village for a Post Office.

ShorH^^:Planning:£ommjssion:Qhd;Se!6dboard.

Maintain the Sugarbush Commercial (SVC) and Residential (SVR) districts to guide development of
a high density, mixed-use urban core with high-density housing, lodging and other tourism-reiated
uses in Sugarbush Village and at the base of Lincoln Peak characterized by:

An integrated network of streets;

C^ A reasonable mix of building scales, and consistent use of styles and materials;

Buildings oriented towards and fronting upon streets (as opposed to large parking areas);

Buildings sca!ed to pedestrians with active, ground-level bLiilding facades.

Provision of an extensive network of sidewalks and walking paths, and pedestnan-scaied lighting,
public spaces, street furniture and similar site amenities.

'is The efficient use of tend, including provisions for the deveiopment of parking structures, under
building parking and transit service.

§> The design of a prominent gateway(s) and substantial undeveloped buffers to provide a sharp
contrast between the village center and the iower density surrounding areas.

Ongoir)g,by:P!annihg€QmiT)issi.onandSelectbQard..
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41 Maintain the Sugarbush Village/Lincoln Peak Growth Center as the town's principal growth center
to concentrate commercial, recreation and residential land uses associated with the ongoing
operation and evolution of Sugarbush Resort as a four-season resort at the base of Lincoln Peak
and Sugarbush Viilage, while allowing a mix of lower density land uses in the surrounding area.

42 Maintain the Vacation Residential (VR) District to:

Allow for the development of seasonal dwellings at moderate density near the ski resort.

Discourage those land uses (e.g., retail, fast food restaurant) that would conflict with residential
uses and could contribute to roadside clutter and strip development.

Require appropriate landscaping and lighting standards to fit new development into the
surrounding landscape.

implement appropriate access management by iimiting the number and width of curb cuts.

Estab!ish a interconnected network of sidewalks, walking paths and recreational trails.

43 Maintain and strengthen Warren's Land Use and Development Reguiations in accordance with the
following principles:

Allow for home-based businesses compatible with Warren's rural character throughout town.

Concentrate businesses within Warren Village, Sugarbush Village and the base of Lincoln Peak.

Prohibit strip commercial development along Route 100 and the Sugarbush Access Road.

Preserve an adequate land base for agriculture and forest management activities.

Maintain development standards regulating the scale and intensity of commercial development
and iand use to avoid conflict with neighboring properties or the town's rural character.

44 Review and revise, as necessary, conditiona! use standards to address the impact of proposed
development on the character of the area, the capacity of infrastructure, and the environment.

45 Review and revise, as necessary, site plan review standards to improve the predictability and
consistency of the development review process with dear technical standards for access and
circulation, landscaping, outdoor lighting, outdoor use areas, parking and loading areas, screening,
service areas and mechanicals and signs.

46 Review and revise, as necessary, general performance standards to ensure that new and existing
land uses do not exceed specific standards for noise, odor, water quality, lighting and related
environmental and public health considerations.

. Ongoing by Planning Commission and Selectboard.

Ongoing by Planning Commission and Selectboard.

Ongoing by Planmng'Commission and SelectboarcL

Short-term.by Planning Commission,. :

: \ Short-term by Planning Commission.

.Short-term by Planning Commission.., -
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4.3.03 IMPROVING INFRASTRUCTURE, FACILITIES AND SERVICES

Manage the pace and scale of development to ensure the adequacy of facilities, services, and roads,
and to protect natural resources and the town's rural character. To that end:

Ensure that new or expanded infrastructure avoids impact to fragile features and natura! resources.

Require applicants for large-scale projects to demonstrate that the proposed development will not
result in an undue financial burden on the town or exceed the school district's ability to provide
adequate educational programs and facilities.

a:^ Require phasing of large-scale projects when necessary to ensure that the rate of development
does not overburden town services and facilities.

^s Require developers to provide private faciiities and services when necessary to overburdening
municipal facilities and services, including roads, water, sewer and policing, and to provide
assurances to protect the town from assuming responsibility for private facilities or services.

i<ta Require deveiopers to be responsible for any transportation improvements and related mitigation
necessary to ensure projects do not significantly diminish traffic safety or existing levels of service,

<!i Continue to require development to accommodate firefighting needs including such provisions as
reservoirs, hydrants, standpipes, fire ponds and turnarounds.

ft Support the implementation of the Sugarbush Mountain Master Plan consistent with the
Memorandum of Understanding between Valley towns and Sugarbush.

Continue to ensure that expansion and development activities at Sugarbush do not exceed the
current or planned capacity of facilities, services, roads, eiectricity grid and other infrastructure
through the Memorandum of Understanding administered by the MRVPD.

^s Maintain Route 100, the Sugarbush Access Road and the German Flats Road as the primary travel
routes for recreation "related traffic and means of access for resort-related development; and
discourage the use of Roxbury Mountain Road, Lincoin Gap Road, West Hill Road and Golf Course
Road for such purposes.

Require new large-scale development to Jmpiement travel demand management techniques
as necessary to maintain traffic safety and existing levels of service such as but not limited to
sateilite parking, use of public transit, or other options to improve traffic flow.

i;^ Do not extend sewer service beyond the Sugarbush Village/Lincoln Peak growth center and
Warren Village boundaries except as needed to address dear threats to public health and safety.

n^ Upgrade roads in relation to the desired scale and capacity of growth centers.

^ Explore the possibility of a municipal water system for Warren Village.

:0ngo|ng by;:P!anning:Gom mission, Development: Review
;Board,:Zoning^AdministrMQrahd Sdectboard..:!::/,'
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Implement the Master Plan for Municipal Facilities. To that end:

Plan for all governmental facilities requiring frequent and regular public access, such as the
municipal offices, Town Halt, library and post office, to remain in Warren Village.

Develop an implementation priority, a phasing plan and a budget to support the Master P!an for
Municipal Facilities.

Negotiate for rights to key parcels adjacent to the municipal complex.

Acquire property, where appropriate, to enable necessary growth in town government facilities.

Continue efforts to expand and enhance the Municipal Building or other alternatives to the
Municipal Building.

Correct deficiencies and make improvements at the current Town Garage location or create a new
Town Garage facility at the alternative sites that have been identified.

Take corrective measures to reduce energy use in municipal buiidings by impiementing
recommendations from 2008 Energy Audit.

Develop a p!an for emergency power generation for al! town buildings.

Long-term by Plannlng.Commis&ion and Seiectboard.

Encourage and support private organizations and service providers currentiy serving Warren
residents by:

Making special appropriations to such organizations through the town budget process.

Continuing to support the Mad River Valley Seniors and the Evergreen Place Expansion Plan.

Continuing to support the Vailey Community Fund and the Valley Food Shelf.

Addressing any town-level regulatory barriers to increasing child care capacity.

Assessing whether any town fadities could be used for child care.

Supporting and increasing awareness of energy efficiency and weatherization programs.

Continuing to actively membership in the Central Vermont Solid Waste District and calling for
ongoing operation of the Valley Transfer Station.

Ongoing bySelectboard and voters.

iO Continue to support state and regional public transportation systems, including the Valley transit
system, and ensure continued service to Warren Village. To that end:

Encourage additional coordination between Warren/Sugarbush and Waterbury with Amtrak
schedules to encourage more mass transit use between Amtrak and the Valley.

Support the continued operation of the Mad Bus.

Ongoing by Selectboard, Energy Committee and voters
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Develop a long-term roadway improvement program that assesses the town's transportation
system s current conditions, desired conditions, deferred maintenance needs and levels of routine
maintenance needed to sustain desired conditions. To that end:

Develop and carry out a program for roadway and intersection improvements, as needed, along
the network of major collector roads.

^ Maintain the scale, rural quality, and capacity of secondary roads during improvement and
maintenance procedures.

g^ Coordinate the protection of those features within the road right-of-way that contribute to the
scenic character of individual roads with road maintenance and improvement projects.

a^ Evaluate parking needs and opportunities in Warren Village and Sugarbush Village.

Ensure that the historic integrity of the Warren Village Covered Bridge is maintained when it is
repaired.

Seek innovative funding sources to improve safely, congestion, erosion, and aesthetic problems
on highways and bridges.

^ Coordinate curb cut permits with development review and [ong range planning.

ft Require that al! new roads and ali private road and driveway intersections with town roads
meet minimum safety and design standards through curb cut permits and the Land Use and
Development Reguiations.

^Long-term: by.Sel6ctbpar9,;Plannihg:£pmmissEop and ^
::towU;staffi':'' • •: •.. . :'.\,:^:;:::i^^^:': '. ^'

Support the development of recreation and cultural facilities in Warren and the Vailey that
contribute to the area's quality of life and attractiveness as a resort destination including:

Cn improving the Town Haii as necessary to make greater use of the building for cultural
performances and exhibitions.

Supporting the use of the East Warren School for community-oriented activities.

Supporting the establishment of a permanent performing arts facility at the base of Lincoln Peak.

Supporting the efforts of the Warren Historical Society to preserve and promote the town's history
and to establish a Warren Historic Museum.

Expanding existing walking and bicyding paths and trails and ensuring that future development is
designed to accommodate pedestrian connections between properties.

Continuing to maintain and upgrade the Brooks Recreation Field, and to make that facility
available for suitable, special events which serve the loca! community.

: Ongoing by Pianning^ Commission, HistQncai:Sodety,
.Warren Arts.Committee|and.Selectboard;::-:::
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53 Complete and implement a recreation and pedestrian path network plan for Warren including:

A coordinated plan for an integrated pedestrian network of paths and sidewalks, and for roadway
improvements to accommodate pedestrians and bicydists.

Recommended improvements to pedestrian drcuSation within Warren Village and the Lincoln
Peak/Sugarbush Village growth center,

Support for Vermont Agency of Transportation's striping and signage efforts to establish a
dedicated bicyde lane on Route 100.

Poiicies that would require new or improved Class 2 or 3 roads and bridges to indude context-
appropriate accommodations for pedestrians and bscydists.

s\s Preservation of Class 4 road rights-of-way for recreational use.

Options for preserving the network of trails on private property associated with Oie's Cross
Country Ski and Snowshoe Center.

A program for the donation or provision of path easements from landowners and developers to
enable creation of paths.

Recommended revisions to the land use regulations to require dedication of pathway easements
through the deveiopment review process.

A program to encourage property owners to maintain or open their land for recreational access.

A pian to maintain and enhance Riverside Park for pub!ic recreation and river access with specific
attention to pedestrians and cydists.

Options for an expansion of recreation facilities at Brooks Fieid.

A program for allocating money from the town's Conservation Reserve Fund to path and
recreation projects.

54 Continue to provide sufficient and appropriate space En Warren to meet the town's current and
projected educational needs. To that end:

Ensure the amount and rate of growth does not exceed the school's ability to provide adequate
educational programs and facilities for students and other programs and services to the community.

Continue to operate the school and grounds as models for responsible citizenship and
environmental stewardship.

55 Continue to require undergrounding when utility lines are extended to service new development
whenever possible in order to minimize adverse impacts on the town's scenic landscape.

Short-term by:Plannin^Commissioh.' '-:... . J

Ongoing by Planning.Commission, Selectboard and
School District. ; . .

Ongoing by Zoning Administrator and Development
Review Board.: . .
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Balance support for development of solar and smail-scale wind energy generation and wireless
communications with the town's values for its scenic landscape and rural character by carefully
review the placement of such structures.

l:0ngoing'by Zoning Administrato^EtevelQpment Review;:
?Board,PlannJng.CoFnmissiomlanci;;Seiectboard. ::i^:":"

Promote the continued upgrade and expansion of the telecommunications infrastructure in town to
support the ability of local residents to work at home and telecommute to other locations.

: Ongoing by planning ^Commission and Selectboard..i

4.3.04 PROMOTING EFFECTIVE, EFFICIENT AND RESPONSIBLE GOVERNANCE

Include potentially affected parties eariy in planning and decision-making processes. To that end:

^B Inform the public of governmenta! activities on a regular basis using bearings, forums, direct
mailings, the town's web site, the Valley Reporter, and the Vermont Journal.

Soiicit additional public input through the use of surveys and questionnaires.

<ii Recognize statutory hearing requirements as a minimum levei of public involvement and exceed
that minimum in all instances where public interest is evident.

Require a public hearing and notification of adjacent landowners for al! conditional use,
subdivision, PRD and PUD applications in accordance with state statute.

Provide neighboring towns with an opportunity to comment on loca! matters of concern through
notification of pending decisions which may affect them.

::OngQ!ng:by.^li;town:boards|ahd:tbmmittees.

Seek balanced representation of the town's diverse population on boards and committees. :Qngping:bySelectboarcl.::

60 Upgrade and maintain a comprehensive permit tracking and record keeping system. 'Short-term :by7oning Administrator.

Consider the development and adoption of an Official Map (§4422) to identify future road and trail
improvements and important open space.

:Long-;term^ by Planning Commission: and :Selectboard.

Support and participate in the Mad River Valley Planning District as a means of addressing issues of
valley-wide concern. To that end:

^ Support the Memorandum of Understanding between Valiey towns and Sugarbush Resort to
maintain a balance between ski area expansion and the Valley's capacity to accommodate
additional resort-related growth and activity.

Support the efforts of the Mad River Valley Rural Resource Commission reiated to historic
preservation planning and public education.

.Ongoing by Selectboard:and. Planning :Comrnissi6n,:
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Explore opportunities to form, support and/or participate in regional or inter-town entities to
provide services in a cost-effective manner. To that end:

Investigate future firefighting and police protection needs and alternatives for meeting those
needs in conjunction with other Vailey towns.

Continue to support the Mad River Valley Ambulance Service.

Continue to support and participate in organizations such as the Mad River Valley Pianning
District, Mad River Va!ley Recreation District, Central Vermont Regional Planning Commission,
Mad River Valley-Waterbury Soiid Waste Alliance, and Washington West Supervisory Union.

Support the efforts of the Mad River Path Association, Vermont Association of Snow Travelers,
Catamount Trail Association, U.S. Forest Service and other parties to create and maintain an
integrated trail network throughout town,

Encourage and support the efforts of the Friends of the Mad River and the Mad Path's efforts to
create a continuous bike path.

Continue to support the Central Vermont Economic Development Corporation and encourage that
entity to become more responsive to the town s economic development needs.

Continue to work with the Mad River Valiey Chamber of Commerce to foster iocal business
recruitment and economic development programs.

Foster cooperation between the various child care facilities in the Valley to improve service and
availability.

Support the Mad River Valley Health Center's continued operation and service to the community.

Ongoing bySelectboard, Planning Commission, town
staff and appointed representatives,

Review and update the Land Use Regulations. To that end:

Revise the Land Use Reguiations as necessary when there are changes to this pian, state statute
and reguiations, or case law.

Make substantive revisions to the Land Use and Development Regulations identified elsewhere in
this pSan.

Consider options for allowing minor amendments to the final plats for subdivisions and Planned
Residential and Planned Unit Development through an administrative process.

Consider enabling waivers as set forth in 24 V.S.A,§ 4414,

Review current administration and enforcement practices related to the Land Use and
Development Regulations and ensure that all standards and associated permit conditions are
efficiently administered and strictly enforced.

. Periodically by Planning Commission.

WARREN TOWN PLAN 2018 TO 2026
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Refer to the goals, objectives and strategies set forth in this Town Plan during all site plan,
conditional use, waiver, Planned Unit Development, and subdivision reviews and all state and
federal regulatory reviews. To that end:

s^ Participate in Act 250'and other state legislative, planning, policy, project deveiopment and
permitting processes to ensure that Warren has input on state decisions affecting the town.

Encourage the continued input from the Warren Conservation Commission on Deveiopment
Review Board Subdivision applications.

;Qngoing:by:DevelopmentiReview:Board/PtannEng^:!:::;: /
. Commissjon;::Cpnse.rvation;Com mission and Sel.ectboard

Continue to contribute to the town's Conservation Reserve Fund and to task the Conservation
Commission with coordinating expenditures from that fund.

ongoing by;Conservation:CornmEssi6n,:Selectboard.and
^voters, -,-..'..- .:..:;,;;:.'.:;.::.'. , •..':; . . . .. ••:.-;.:.::

Continue to administer the standards in the Flood Hazard Overlay District in the Land Use and
Development Regulations, and update them as needed to maintain town eiigibiiity in the National
Flood Insurance Program and as river conditions change.

:Ongoing;by:ZoriiogAcirriin[stratoE,:Dwelopnrient Review
/Board;;Rjann!ng;CoHimEssionand;S6!ectbbard.^

Participate in joint, coordinated efforts to monitor and address affordable housing needs within the
Mad River Valley (through the MRVPD) and the Central Vermont Region (through the CVRPC). To
that end:

^ Support the Mad River Valley housing Coalition, or any other locaily based non-profit organization
dedicated to the provision of affordabie housing, to address housing needs in the Valley.

^m Discourage actions by the town and other entities that would result in the elimination of existing
affordable housing stock.

Monitor the impact of ski area expansion on the Valley's housing market and take action to
mitigate adverse impacts as deemed appropriate.

m.s Review regional housing recommendations induded in the regionai plan or related housing
studies for consideration in local housing programs and/or regulations as appropriate.

;:Qngo|ng by.Planning;Commissipn|and Selectboard,:;

Continue ongoing contact with Green Mountain Power regarding growth and future electrical
capacity issues.

: Penpct!ca!ly:E)y£nergyCornmittee^Rlanning CornmEssion
.:and.:Selectboard:: '. •:/ .::':::::^:' : ' • •.:: '.:.
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Educate citizens about the need for sustainable energy practices. To that end:

Provide technical information to builders and developers.

Provide potential applicants with an energy efficiency and conservation checklist as part of the
zoning permit application process.

Make new public buildings models of energy efficiency.

s>a Educate and encourage local residents to embrace more energy efficient transportation initiatives
including carpooling and eiectric vehicle use.

Develop an active and comprehensive ride sharing program.

Call upon the schooi district to integrate local energy issues into education curricuia.

Ongoing by Energy Committee, Zoning Administrator,
Planning-Commission, Selectboard and Schooi District,

Work with the Vermont Agency ofTransportation and legislature to ensure that all road and bridge
construction shall balance capacity requirements with scenic impacts to ensure that rural residential
roads and bridges are notover-builtto urban standards

Periodically by Planning Commission and Selectboard,

Adopt "Better Back Roads" and the Vermont Agency of Transportation 1996 Design Standards. Short-term by Selectboard.

Explore ways to coordinate transportation planning, road maintenance and improvements with
neighboring towns. To that end:

Continue regional transportation planning through the Mad River Valiey Planning District, Mad River
Valley Transportation Advisory Committee and Central Vermont Regional Planning Commission.

Work with neighboring towns to ensure that proposed developments in those towns will not
overburden Warren's transportation system.

Coordinate with others to facilitate and implement a regional public transportation system.

long-term by Selectboard.

Maintain the Capita! Budget and Program to forecast capital needs and plan expenditures in a
coordinated manner for new or improved public roads, infrastructure buildings, vehicles, equipment,
lands or facilities. To that end:

Ensure that capital improvements are coordinated with the Sand use policies of this plan,

Evaluate development proposals for demands on munidpa! fadiities, services and roads.

Consider the need for, and !evy as deemed appropriate, impact fees in accordance with statute,

Locate and acquire a suitable source of grave! to provide for the Town's future grave! needs.

Ongoing by Planning Commission, town staff and
Selectboard.
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